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ABSTRACT
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY FOR
POLYELECTROLYTES AND ITS APPLICATIONS
SEPTEMBER 2008
RAJEEV KUMAR^B.Tech.. INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY DELHI
M.S.. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D.. UNR'ERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Murugappaii Muthukuiiiar
In this work, we have de\'eloped a self-consistent field theory (SCFT) for poly-
electrolytic systems and studied four important problems of contemporary interest :
niicrophase separation in the melts of charged-neutral diblock copolymers, confine-
ment effects on flexible polyelectrolytes. counterion adsorption on single flexible poly-
electrolyte chain and the origin of translocation barriers in polyelectrolytic systems.
Using the theory, we have been able to capture the effects of the degree of ionization,
salt concentration, electrostatic and the excluded volume interaction strengths, degree
of poh'merization. role of architecture and solvent quality on these polyelectrolytic
systems. Within saddle-point approximation, the polyelectrolyte chain configuration
is described as a walk in the presence of fields coming from the excluded volume
interactions and the other effects such as incompressibility in addition to the elec-
trostatic potential. The electrostatic potential, on the other hand, is obtained from
Poisson-Boltzmann like equation. So, in contrast to the SCFT for neutral polymers.
vii
there are two coupled non-linear equations namely modified diffusion equation de-
scribing the walk in the fields and the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, which have to be
solved self-consistent h'. In this work, we have developed various numerical schemes
to solve these coupled non-Hnear sets of equations. Furthermore, comparison of the
SCFT results with a previous developed variational theory for polyelectrolytes has
been carried out. Also, systematic expansions around the saddle-point results have
been carried out to capture the effects of the density fluctuations of the small ions in
the systems.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
For decades, polyelectrolytes have presented a challenge to the scientific commu-
nity due to the presence of both short and long range interactions. This leads to an
interplay of many length scales, while describing their beha\ ior in different sets of
conditions. The aim of this research work is to investigate and comprehend the char-
acteristic properties of flexible polyelectrolytes using coarse-grained models, which
capture the essential physics while satisfying thermodynamic laws.
To achieve this aim. the field theory first proposed by Sam Edwards[l. 2. 3. 4] in
the context of neutral polymers presents a nice computational framework. The the-
ory captures the essential thermodynamics and presents opportiniities for carrying
out systematic analysis to assess and improve upon certain approximations used to
analyze many complicated systems such as polyelectrol\1:es. In this theory, conforma-
tional entrop\' of a phantom chain ( a chain whose connected segments don t interact
with each other) is described by mapping different configurations of the chain, while
keeping its ends fixed at two particular locations, on to a path integral with the lim-
its of the integral as the positions of the ends of the chain. Integrand of this path
integral represents the probability distribution function for finding the ends of the
chain at particular locations, which is a continuous version of the Wiener measure for
a phantom chain. In the presence of interactions between the connected segments,
different chain configurations can be described by random walks in the presence of
fields, which arise solely due to the fact that there are interactions present in the
system. This physical argument can be proven rigorously using certain field the-
1
oretical transformations such as Hubbard-Stratonovich[5] transformation, which is
well-known in field theory. So. the behavior of a polymer chain in the presence of
different kinds of intra-chain interactions can be described once the fields are known.
In general, an exact computation of these fields is almost an impossible task. That's
the reason, theoretical developments resort to certain approximations for computing
these fields, which work well for most of the practical purposes. Once these fields
are known, the physical properties can be described in terms of these fields. It was
shown by Edwards[2, 3] that the similar analysis can be carried out for systems with
many chains, where inter-chain interactions also affect the properties in addition to
intra-chain interactions.
In this work, we have extended the field theory developed for neutral polymers to
the polymers having charges on the backbone and in the presence of externally added
salt ions. W'e have used this theory for problems involving a single chain as well as
many chains. Due to the general nature of the field theoretical formalism, we have
used this tool to investigate four different problems, which appear even in the case of
neutral polymers and have a long history in polymer literature. Specifically, we have
investigated the following systems :
1. Theoretical studies of the microphase separation in the melts of charged-neutral
diblock copolymers. In this study, we have paid particular attention to the length
scale to be appeared when the system is on the verge of going from the homogeneous
phase to the inhomogeneous phase.
2. Confinement effects on a single flexible polyelectrolyte chain are studied by
considering a polyelectrolyte chain in a non-adsorbing spherical cavity. Nowadays, it
is widely appreciated that spherical confinement is different from confinement in one
(polymer between infinitely long parallel plates) or two (polymer inside an infinitely
long cylindrical cavity ) dimensions. We have computed the free energy of confiufMnont
and investigated the role of energy and entropy in the free energy. Osmotic pressure
2
and mean activity coefficients for the salt ions are computed. Also, the effects of
density fluctuations of the small ions and the monomers on the free energy, osmotic
pressure and mean activity coefficients are studied.
3. Counterion adsorption on a single flexible polyelectrolyte chain in a spheri-
cal cavity is studied using SCFT. Comparison of these results with the variational
calculations carried out by Muthukumar are presented.
4. Free energy barriers for the arri\'al of a polyelectrolyte chain end at a specified
location on the surface of the confining spherical cavity are computed and the origin
of these barriers is investigated. Comparison of these free energ>- barriers with that
for a neutral chain is carried out.
This thesis is organized as follows : in Chapter 2. a general background on the
field theoretical formalism for polyelectrolytes is presented. In Chapter 3, we study
microphase separation in the melts of charged-neutral (lil)lock copolymers. Chapters
4,5 and 6 present the results for the above mentioned three single chain problems
namely, confinement effects on a single flexible polyelectrolyte chain in spherical cav-
ities, counterion adsorption and the free energy barriers for the arrival of the chain
end at a specified location on the surface of a confining spherical cavit}'. Conclusions
and the futiu'e work are discussed at the end of individual chapters.
3
CHAPTER 2
SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY
111 this Chapter, we present a general outhne of the self-consistent field theory
(SCFT) for multiblock polyelectrolyte solutions containing externally added salt ions.
The theory is a generalization of the SCFT developed by Sam Edwards[l. 2. 3. 4. 6.
7, 8, 9] for neutral polymers to polyelectrolytes. For neutral polymers, SCFT has
been used extensively for many different kinds of polymeric systems near surfaces[8]
and in solutions[9]: many chain systems such as concentrated solutions and melts of
block copolymers, polymer blends, mixtures of homopolyniers and block copolymers
etc., and problems im'olving single chain in solutions as well as near different kind
of interfaces such as membranes, adsorbing, non-adsorbing and patterned surfaces.
Extensive use of the theory to get an insight into problems of different kinds arises
due to the general nature of the approach and a reasonable computational demand
of the theory in comparison with the simulations.
Besides the general nature of the theory, it presents an avenue for a systematic
study to include or remove certain effects while analyzing the problems, hi this
Chapter, we present the general approach for studying polymeric problems starting
from the path integral representation of a polymer chain. Also, we present the details
of certain approximations, which allow us to carry out some analytical calculations.
2.1 Partition Function - Extension of Edward's Formulation
We consider the computation of the free energy of a system containing n,, monodis-
perse multihlock polyelectrolytic chains, each containing a total of N segments witii
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the same sequence and thv number of blocks (= ni). where ea{h block is made up
of different monomers, m = 1,2, ••• represent lioniopolymer, diblock and so on. In
addition to this, there are small ions du(^ to the added salt (in total volume Q }
along with the counterions coming from the polyelectrolyte chains so that the whole
system is globally electroneutral. Let Zj and iij be the valency and niunl)er of the
species. Subscripts p, m, c, + and — are used to represent polymer, monomer in
the III"' block, counterions from the polyelectrolyte, positive and negative salt ions,
respectively. Using the path integral formulation[l], we represent a polyelectrolyte
chain as a continuous curve of length Xb. where b is the I\uhn segment length. For the
treatment shown below, we assume that the volume occupied by each monomer is the
same (= b^ = \/pa.p„ being the bulk density) and that the system is incompressible.
We use an arc length variable to represent any segment along the backbone of B^'^
chain. Also, the position vector for a particular segment is represented by Ra^t'^).
For this system, partition fmiction Z can be written within Edward's formalism by:
where 7 = m, s represents monomers and solvent molecules and j = s,c, +, — depicts
all the small molecules such as solvent, counterions from polymer and salt ions. In
the above equation, g^^ is a parameter describing charge distribution on the monomer
fj. In writing the partition function, we have summed over all possible locations
of the small molecules in the volume under investigation (represented by \'olume
integrals over r,„) and the sum over all possible conformations of an indi^•idual chain
is represented by functional integrals over all the possible paths originating from one
end and finishing at the other (written as functional integral over 'R.3{ta), '^.^{ta)
being the position vector of t*^ segment on 3*^ chain). Depending on the problem of
Z = — dr f dr' f nD[R,(f,)] ^ / \[^^\{dv^e^Y^{-H[B.,{ts)^Vx])
(2.1)
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interest, the ends of the chains (r and r' in Eq. 2.1) can be fixed (as in the case of
poKaner brushes) or free to enjoy the translational degrees of freedom. In the latter
case, integrals over positions of ends needs to be carried out to compute the partition
function. In Eq. 2.1. it is assumed that the ends can be anywhere in space and hence,
the integrals are the possible locations of the ends of chains has been carried out. We
don't distinguish between two molecules of the same species. That is the reason, the
partition function has to be divided by Ujl to avoid double counting. Polyelectrolytes
can have different kinds of charge distributions depending on different situations and
that is the origin of the summation over charge parameter gtj . In order to simplify the
mathematics, incompressibility condition is used by assuming small ions to be point
charges (represented hy the delta function in the above equation). Incompressibility
condition works pretty well due to very small compressibility of the polymeric systems.
The effect of the finite size of the small ions can be included trivially through the
incompressibility condition. However, we will not follow that approach here due
to the fact that for the problems involving monovalent ions, the results are almost
indistinguishable from point charge case. Origin of this agreement between the finite
size and point-like ions lies in the fact that typical radii of monovalent ions are very
small in comparison with the size of monomers (in terms of Kuhn step length).
Hamiltonian, H, in Eq. ( 2.1) can be split into the connectivity and interaction
terms, so that
rip rip Tip
3=\ 0=] A=l
+EEE ^p.[R^(^.^)- + EEEE '^^-f'-^' ^^i, (2.2)
J A=l J a i3=\ A=l
where j, a = s,c, +,— and represent all the small molecular species in the system.
Also, //o[R-/j] is the chain connectivity part, which comes from the fact that in the
absence of interactions, the probability distribution function for the chains must be
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a Wiener measure. In the continuum representation [3], this term is written explicitly
as
We must stress here that the conntxtivity part represented by the functional
integrals over the possible paths in Eq. ( 2.1) are not properly normalized. This leads
to some unknown constants in the computation of absolute free energy of the system.
However, for most of the practical purposes, we are interested in either the relative
free energy or the derivatives of the free energy such as osmotic pressure etc. In other
words, the normalization factor can be taken care of by choosing an appropriate
reference system. In the polymeric problems, where we are interested in studying the
effect of different kinds of interactions, the reference system for each chain can be
taken as the chain of the same number of segments without any interactions (i.e. a
phantom chain of the same length) in free space (or \acuum). For a single phantom
chain in free space, the partition fvmction. Zq. can be written as
which is divergent.
Second term, Hpp[Ti3{t3).'R,x{tx)]- in Eq. ( 2.2) is the polymer-polymer interac-
tion term, which includes inter as well as intra chain monomer-monomer interactions
arising from the excluded volume and electrostatic effects. To compute the polymer-
polymer interaction energy, we have to include the interactions among all monomeric
species. If the excluded volume interaction terms are written by using delta functional
form for the potential as used by Edwards for neutral polymers then
.V6 9
(2.3)
(2.4)
m.m'
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keT |R,,(^3)-Ra(^a)| J
(2.5)
where hmm' = ©(—^mmO + 1/2, and 6mm' being the Heaviside step function and
Kronecker delta function, respectively. Also, S{x) represents the Dirac delta function
in this work. Unless specified in this Chapter, the limits of integrals for ts and
integrals are the values of the contour variable t over which and A"" chain has
monomers of type m and m\ respectively.
Some comments regarding the delta functional form for the excluded volume in-
teraction energy are in order here. In Eq. ( 2.5), Wmm' is a parameter to assess the
strength of excluded volume interactions and has the dimensions of volume. This
form for the excluded volume term was suggested by Edwards by realizing that for
large length scales, properties of the system should not depend upon the specific
details of interactions, which may be due to steric effects, van der Waals attraction
etc. As far as the interaction term is written in terms of a short range fiuiction.
the predictions of the theory should not change. Howe\-er, we must point out here
that the delta functional form for the interaction potential leads to divergences when
R/3(^/3) = Ra(^a)- However, these divergences don't affect any physically measurable
quantity. But these short range divergences cause the absolute free energy of the
system to diverge. However,the free energy differences, which are important experi-
mentally, remain well behaved. Also, it should be noted that u'm„i' is dependent on
temperature [3] through the relation
WTr,m' = / dr , ,
Vmm'(r)
= ^-|. (2.6)
where Vmm'(r) is the potential energy of interaction between a monomer of species
ni with another monomer of species m'. The latter form for (/•„,,„' is obtained In-
splitting Vmm' into strong hard-core repulsive part and a weak attractiw part. A
and B are constants, which are independent of temperature T. Using the definition
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of Flory or B temperature[6] as the temperature at wliicli u',,,,,,' vanishes, it can be
written in the form
The rightmost term in Eq. ( 2.5) is the electrostatic interaction energy, which
is written after describing the response of the inhomogeneous systems to an apphed
electric field by a non-local response function (also known as the inverse dielectric
function[10. 11] ). f'Ur.r')) defined by
where e(r. r') is the dielectric function in real space. In general, the inverse dielectric
function can be obtained by solving Eq. ( 2.8) and can be written in terms of molec-
ular polarizabilities of the charged species. Computations of the inverse dielectric
function add another set of complexity in assessing the effect of long-range electro-
static interactions. For the length scales explored in this work, we have taken the
dielectric function in real space to be local in nature so that e(r.r') is replaced by
c{r) and e"^(r,r') by l/e(r) in Eq. ( 2.5). Also, note the similarity in divergences
arising from this term when R.3(^/j) = Ra(^a) aiid the divergences in excluded volume
interaction terms. Both of these divergences set the length scale below which this
coarse-grained model fail to describe the system properly.
Furthermore, gtj is a random variable used to specify the charge distribution on
the polyelectrolyte chain. The sum over this variable in Eq. ( 2.1) is defined by
where Pigt^) is the probability distribution function for gtj and defines diiTerent
kinds of charge distributions on the chain. For example, for the so-called smeared
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
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and annealed charge distributions [12] on all the chains, Pigts) — Ilm ^(^<3 ~ and
P{9t3) = rim {<^m^[9t3 - 1) + (1 - Gcm)^{g\S\' respectively. Here, is the degree
of ionization of the part of the chain containing monomers of type m. In writing the
charge distribution, it is understood that the values of i appearing in correspond
to contour length describing monomer of type m on the backbone. Physically, this
means that in smeared charge distribution each monomer of type m on the chain has
a charge equal to ZraOLm^-. where e is the electronic charge and in annealed charge
distribution, charged and uncharged sites on the chain are randomly distributed with
the probability of finding a charged site as (Xyn and uncharged site as (1 — q„, ).
Third term, //pj [R;j(f^). r^], in Eq. ( 2.2) is the monomer-small molecule in-
teraction term, which depends on the small molecular species. For polymer-solvent
interactions, polarization effects are ignored and the interactions are modelled by
delta functional form for the excluded volume interactions so that
Wms being the monomer-solvent excluded volume parameter. As the small ions (coun-
terions and colons) are taken to be point like in this study, so their interactions with
the monomers are taken to be purely electrostatic in nature, written by
where j = c, —
.
Last term on the right hand side in Eq. ( 2.2) takes care of interactions among
small molecules. Similar to monomer-monomer excluded volume interactions, we
model solvent-solvent interaction energy as
m
(2.10)
(2.11)
w^^8{x,i - Fa), (2.12)
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Wss being the solvent-solvent excluded volume parameter. Like monomer-solvent
electrostatic interactions, we ignore the solvent-ion electrostatic interactions so that
Hsj = 0 for J = c,+,— due to the point Hke sizes of the ions, which exhibit zero
excluded volume. Also, taking ion-ion interactions to be purely electrostatic in nature,
we can write
where j.a = c. —
.
The complicated partition function as presented in Eq. ( 2.1) can be written in a
simplified form using microscopic densities for different species in the system, defined
as
1 r
^ 6^ / ^^'^^^^-Ws)) (2.14)
J=l
P.(r) = Y.^{r-rii) (2.15)
for monomers and small-molecular species, respectively. Using these definitions of
number densities and using identity
5{Yi - R') = j dTd{T - R)d(r - R'). (2.16)
Ec]. ( 2.2) can be written as
rip
H[K0{t0),Tx\ = X]//o[Rd(/3)] + //u. + //e, (2.17)
where //^. and are the contributions coming from the excluded volume and the
electrostatic interactions among different components, respectively. Explicitly.
= ^EE V.-.'^'/^'"'^->W^v(r) + yE^^->"^ (2.18)
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for 7, 7' = m,s and
Pe(r)Pe{r')
(2.19)
e{r)kBT\r - X'
In these equations, x~n' — Xi'-, is the dimensionless Flory's chi parameter defined as
and Pe(r) is the microscopic charge density at r defined as
2.2 Transformation from Particles to Fields
So far. we have written the partition function in terms of the microscopic density
variables starting from a microscopic description of the interactions among different
components in the system. However, level of the complexity' of the problem is still
the same due to intricate coupling of these densities. In order to make some progress,
these couplings need to be decoupled. This can be done using two different transfor-
mation schemes, both of which give the same results within normalization constants.
Here, we present the details of these two methods. First scheme is based on some
functional integral identities [4]. The second scheme is based on a well-known identity
for Gaussian functional integrals known as Hubbard-Stratonovich[5] transformation,
which we present here for the sake of completeness.
2.2,1 Transformation using Functional Integral Identities
For any arbitrary functional. / . of microscopic variables p
(r) = e Y^^Y. r^^9tAr-^3{t3))+ E ^^AW . (2.21)z ^ rPe
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(2.22)
5{p-p) = p j exp |/ j dvw{v){p{v) - p(r)) (2.23)
^ J[p] = pj D[p] J D[u'] exp ^> I r/r,r(r)(p(r) -p(r)) /[p]. (2.24)
where is the appropriate normahzation factor. Using this transformation, any
functional of microscopic variable p(r) can be written as functional integrals over
a collective density variable p{r) and a field variable u'(r). Introducing a density
and field variable for the charge density- variable. /3e(r), each microscopic number
density variable involved in the incompressibility constraint, p-,{r). and replacing the
incompressibility constraint on the microscopic densities using the functional integral
identity for delta function as in Eq. ( 2.23), the partition function in Eq. ( 2.1) can
be written as
Z = A llD[p,] J DK] J D[rj] J D[p,] J D[u'] ^ exp [-//]. (2.25)
where '> = m.s and r/(r) is the field variable corresponding to the incompressibil-
ity constraint. Pe(r) and i'(r) are the collective charge density and field variables.
In this equation. A is the normalization factor and functional dependence of H on
Pj. p.. Wj. w... rj and gtj has been suppressed for notational convenience. Note here
that all the collective field and density variables are real. It should also be kept
in mind that the functional integrals over density variables (p"s) can be carried out
exactly- for the two body interaction model used in this work and only functional inte-
grals over field variables need to be approximated by some appropriate approximation
scheme to make a progress. An alternate way is to introduce two collective variables
for each microscopic density variable along with collective charge variables Pe(r), i/>(r)
and t]{t). We don't follow that approach in this chapter due to redundant collective
variables used in the formulation. However, the approach is particularly useful in
making connections with the density functional theories as described in Chapter 3.
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2.2.2 Hubbard-Stratonovich Transformation
This transformation is a generalization of a result for multivariate Gaussian inte-
grals to functionals so that for any real, symmetric, positive-definite operator .4(r. r'),
exp IJdrj dT'J{r)A-\r.r')J{r')
jD[f] exp [-il/2)JdrJdr'f{r)A{r.r')f{r') + i f drJ{r)f{r)]
J D[f] exp [-(1/2) JdrJ dr'f{r)A{v. r')f{r')]
(2.26)
where J(r) and /(r) are arbitrary functions and i — \/^. Similarly, another func-
tional integral identity can be written for exponents of Gaussian quantities with
positive sign as
exp dT'J{r)A-\r.r')J{r')
J D[f] exp [-(1/2) J dr J dv'f{r)A{r. r')f{v') + J cfrJ(r)/(r)]
/ D[f] exp [-(1/2) JdrJ Jr'/(r) A(r, r')/(r')]
. (2.27)
Note that both of these identities are also valid when positive sign in front of linear
J(r) term is replaced by a negative sign. This is a generalization of the fact that for
simple Gaussian integrals
dx exp
ax
± iJx exp
•2a
(2.28)
Furthermore, in these equations, inverse operator A ^(r. r') is defined through the
relation
J dr'A'\r,r')A{T',T")
= S{r-r"). (2.29)
For simple operators such as ^(r. r') = l/|r - r'|. it can be shown that inverse
operator is A '(r, r') =
-6{r-T')\/l/ATT using the property y 147r|r-r'| = -6{T-r').
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Similarly, taking into account the fact that the Poisson's equation must be satisfied
even for position dependent dielectric constant, it can he shown that inverse operator
foryl(r,r') = l/e(r)|r - r'| is .4"' (r.r') = -r)"(r - r') Vr' f (r') Vr'7-l7r.
In order to use this transformation for the Haniiltonian as represented by Eq.
( 2.17). micro.scopic density terms which are quadratic in nature needs to be written
in the form given by the left hand side in Eqs. ( 2.26) and ( 2.27). Electrostatic
terms in //^ are already- in the appropriate form. It is only the terms in H^- that
needs to be rewritten. This can be achie\'ed by rewriting //„. in terms of order
parameters and total density. For a n component s>'stem. all the microscopic densities
can be described hy n — 1 independent order parameters (due to tlie incompressibilit>'
constraint serving as the /?"' relation among the densities). There are many different
ways of defining these order parameters. One convenient definition, which makes
Mathematics simple, is the deviation of densities of solutes from the solvent density
i.e.. defining Oj{r) = pj{r) — /3.s(r) for j — 1. 2. • • • (r? — 1), where j is the index for
different solutes (monomers, counterions and the salt ions). Using the transformation
for each quadratic term in the Haniiltonian (cf. Eq. ( 2.17)), the partition function
becomes
Z =
^
/n^lC^] / ^i^'] / ^i^'] E ^^P[-^1' (2-30)
where Q is the field ^'ariable introduced for the quadratic term involving Oj{r) and
Aj is the corresponding normalization factor. Similarly. is the field variable intro-
duced for tlie quadractic electrostatic energy term and A^. is the normalization factor
arising as a result. As mentioned earlier, r] is the field variable introduced for the
incompressibility constraint and A,, is the unknown normalization constant.
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Sometimes, it is advantageous to use this technique rather than the method using
functional integral identities as presented in previous section due to the fact that
the functional integrals over density variables don t appear in the formulation and
one has to deal with only the functional integrals over the fields with appropriate
normalization factors. On the other hand, this technique is plagued with two main
shortcomings. One is the fact that in general, it is not easy to find the inverse
operator for any given A. Second, the technique can only be used for quadratic
terms in Hamiltonian. In case, there are higher order terms such as in the problems
considering polymers in poor solvent conditions, the method presented in the previous
section should come handy. For quadratic functionals. after carrying out Gaussian
integrals over collective density variables such as in Eq. ( 2.25), it can be shown that
the method presented in the previous section is the same as the one using Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation. Specific details for using an}' of the above methods will
be presented in the context of specific problem under investigation in latter chapters.
For the discussion in this chapter, let's use the transformation using functional integral
identities (cf. Eq. ( 2.25)).
2.3 Sum over Charge Distributions
In order to carry out the sum over charge distributions in Eq. ( 2.25), we need to
compute the sum
5 = ^ exp
i3=\ m
(2.31)
Using Eq. ( 2.9), it can be shown that for the smeared charge distribution
S — exp
" 7
0=1 m
(2.32)
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and for tlie annealed distribution
S = exp 5^1n|Q^exp^-fj^ j r//jr(R,)j +(l-a, (2.33)
2.4 Saddle Point Approximation
For th(^ sake of discussion, we consider the smeared charge distribution so that
Eq. ( 2.25) can be written as
Z = n^^[P-] / ^["Sl / ^In] J D[pe] J D[,>]exp[-f]. (2.34)
where / is given by
exp(-/) = exp
1 f„, A(r)P,(r')
+ 1 J (^rY^u'-,{T)p^{T) + I J dr //(r){^p,(r) -po} (2.35)
In Eq. ( 2.35), the Q's are the partition functions of indi\ddual components in the
presence of a field. Explicit 1>-. for the polyelectrolyte chain with smeared charge
distribution along the backbone, single chain partition function is given by
=
J D[R]exp
3^
26
(2.36)
Similarly, the partition function for a solvent molecule is written as
=
J
dTexp[-iWs{r)]
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(2.37)
and the partition function for the small ions of type j = c. + , — is given by
Qj = J drexp[-ieZjilir)]. (2.38)
As mentioned earlier, all the functional integrals over collective variables can not
be carried out exactly. One of the approximations used extensively in the literature
to evaluate these functional integrals is called saddle point approximation. In this
approximation, functional integrals over collective variables are approximated by the
value of the integrand at the saddle point i.e. free energy is approximated to be
^
=-lnZ^/{p;.u;;,^*,p:,^*}, (2.39)
kRT
where p*,w* ,r}*, p* and V^* are to be obtained by solving the set of equations
Sf Sf Sf 5f Sf
^ =0, =0,
-f =0, =0, ^ =0.
(2.40)
Details of carrying out the functional derivatives are presented in Appendix A. The
equations obtained after taking fmictional derivatives are presented here in the order
presented in Eq. ( 2.40).
(0 = 6'5];x,yp;'(r) + ir/*(r) (2.41)
*/ s 'Is exp [— ru'tfr)!
/ (irexp[-zu?*(r)] ^
'
J2p;ir) = Po (2.44)
7
tip'
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p;(r) = < \^ 7 M \^
njZjCxp[-icZji^ (r)]
(2.46)
In these equations. q{xA) satisfies the modified diffusion equation
dt
- Vr-'{f^".n,„r*(r) + <(r)}
u
q{xA) (2.47)
for the values of \ encompassing monomer of t>pe //) along the backbone with the
initial condition g(r.O) = 1. Similarly. (/*(r. A' — i) satisfies
ag*(r..V - /)
dt
b'~
- V? {eZ^am^*iT) + u4(r)}
o
r/*(r..V-0 (2.48)
with initial condition (/*(r. 0) = 1. Also, note that for computational purposes. Eq.
( 2.45) can be written in the differential form as
Vre(r)VrieV'*(r)
477f-'
J=+.-.c
njZjexp[-ieZjV*{T)]
J dr exp [-/eZji'*(r)]
(2.49)
Different numerical techniques, which are useful for sohing the modified diffusion and
the Poisson-Boltzmann equations are presented in Appendix B.
2.5 Fluctuations around the Saddle Point
To go beyond the saddle point approximation described in the previous section,
it is advantageous to use Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to get rid of redun-
dant functional integrals over collective density variables (p"s in Eq. ( 2.34)) and use
Eq. ( 2.30) as the starting point for the partition function with the explicitly known
normalization constants except A,,. Saddle point approximation within this formal-
ism now requires taking functional derivatives with respect to fields onl\'. It can be
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shown rigorously that the saddle point equations obtained in these two formalisms
are equivalent and the free energies at the saddle point differ by a constant.
Let's say after summing over charge distributions, the partition function becomes
(cf. Eq. ( 2.30))
^ = Aj^^^YfY^ JU'^i'^i^J'^Mj ''^P (2-50)
Within saddle point approximation, the partition function is approximated by Z ~
/' {(^*, //*. 0*}, where saddle point values for the fields are to be obtained by extrem-
izing /' with respect to the fields. For n component system, there are n + 1 field
variables designated by r] and t'. for j = 1. 2, • • . (n — 1). For notational conve-
nience, let"s write them as where j = 1, 2, • • • (n. + 1) and / = n. n + 1 represent
7/ and ip, respectively. To go beyond the saddle point approximation, we use the
functional Taylor expansion[13] of the integrand and neglect all the terms beyond
quadratic terms i.e.. we write
f'iCj} = /'{C;} + ljdrl dr'J2l<A^-^') fc(r) -C;(r)) (a(r') - C(r'))
,
jk
(2.51)
where the linear terms in Q don't appear due to the saddle-point conditions and
(5C,(r)(5a(r')
f<M''^') - TTTtVTT^ lc.=c; • (2-52)
for j, /c = 1, 2, • •
,
(n
-h 1). Plugging the functional Taylor expansion for /' in Eq.
( 2.50), the functional integrals to be carried out are Gaussian in nature and can be
carried out. Formally, the result is the one-loop approximation [7] for the free energy
in terms of a ratio of determinants of continuous block matrices i.e.,
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where A is the square block matrix ol order n + 1 with its block cleiiieiits represented
by Kjf,- and Ko is the diagonal square block matrix of order n+1 (which appear because
of the normalization factors and unknown normalization constant A,, has \)rcu used to
define A'o)- It tin-ns out that the individual determinants appearing in Eq. 2.53 are
divergent dnv to the presence of divergent terms on \ho principal diagonal, which in
turn highligiits the fact that the model is ill-d(^hned at ycry small length scales. This
is similar to the familiar ultraviolet divergences appearing in oni^-loop calculations in
field theory. The unknown A,; can be estimated by identifying the diwrgent terms
in detK. which should cancel out exactly at one-loop level. Specific details of this
technique are presented in Chapter 4. while studying a single polyelectrolyte chain
in splunical cavities.
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CHAPTER 3
MICROPHASE SEPARATION IN POLYELECTROLYTIC
DIBLOCK COPOLYMERS MELTS : WEAK
SEGREGATION LIMIT
3.1 Introduction
The science behind the complex behavior of amphiphihc systems continues to be
of interest to scientific community. A great deal of theoretical[14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19.
20. 21] and experimental effort [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] has been made to study this
behavior. Especially, self-assembly of amphiphiles[24] is of significant importance
in understanding many biological systems. An amphiphilic diblock copolymer sys-
tem has applications such as encapsulation[25, 26] and drug delivery [27]. which are
dependent on self-assembly of macromolecules.
Self-assembly of neutral block copolymers in concentrated regimes, has already
been studied extensively in the last three decades. Seminal work in developing the-
ory for microdomains in diblock copolymer melt was done by Helfand[4. 28] et ai,
where the unit cell approximation was used to calculate the properties for sharp inter-
faces (strong segregation limit (SSL)). Later on, Leibler [29] calculated morphology
diagrams in weak segregation limit (WSL) using the random phase approximation
(RPA), when the system is on the verge of transformation from disordered to ordered
phases and interfaces between the ordered domains are diffuse. Few years later. Se-
menov [30] and Ohta [31] al. calculated morphology diagrams in SSL taking into
account a sharp interface between the domains. Semenov used ground state dom-
inance and Ohta et al. extended the RPA method developed hy Leibler to SSL.
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Afterwards. Mutliukumar [32. 33] et al. and Matsen[34]e< al. l)ridged the gap be-
tween WSL and SSL theories by using density functional theory (DFT) and SCFT
respectively. As a result of these theories, equilibrium morphology diagram for neutral
diblock copolymer melt was chalked out and verified experimentally (Fig. 3.1). To go
beyond mean field. Huctuations of the order paramet(>r were included by Fredrickson
and Helfand[35], Olvera de la cruz[36] and Mutliukumar [37].
Although we have a sound understanding of neuti al c()i)olymers. our imderstand-
ing of charged copolymers is inadequate. A number of researcluns have tried to
explore charged diblock systems. Some of these efforts are invested in studying di-
lute .solutions (micelle regime) [38. 39. 40. 41] and others have been carried out in the
concentrated regime[16. 17. 18. 42. 43]. The fundamental question is how Coulomb
interactions affect the relative stabilities of ordered morphologies. First work in this
direction was carried out b>' Marko and Rabin [16] who explored charged copolymers
in both the melts and solutions. In their study, they presented the effect of degree
of ionization and salt on critical parameters for weak segregation in melt and studied
micelle behaviour also. But they did not consider any ordered microstructures for
melts. Recently, SCFT for polyelectrolytic systems has been developed by Shi and
Noolandi[44] and Wang [45] et al.
In this work, we have considered microphase separation in diblock copolymer
melts, formed out of polyelectrolyte (A) block and neutral (B) block. RPA is pre-
sented in Sec. 3.2.1 and SCFT equations are briefly presented in Sec. 3.2.2. Calcu-
lated results and conclusions are presented in Sec. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
3.2 Theory
We consider diblock copolymer melts containing Up charged-neutral diblock copoly-
mer chains, each containing a total of A'^ segments of two species {A and B) with / as
the fraction of the charged block A. Number of segments in blocks A and B is repre-
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sented by A^^ and Nb, respectively, so that (/ = Na/N, N ^ Na + Nb). Block A is
taken to be negatively charged and we assume that there are r?c counterions released
by the block. In addition to this, there are n± ions of species ± coming from the
added salt (in total volume Q ) so that the whole system is globally electroneutral.
Let Zj be the valency of the charged species. Subscripts A. B, s. c. + and — are
used to represent monomer A, B, solvent, counterion from block A, positive and neg-
ative salt ions, respectively. We consider smeared charge distribution for the charged
block (A) so that the degree of ionization of the block (per chain) is taken to be q.
In other words, each of the /.V segments of A type carry a charge of eZ^ct. where
e is the electronic charge. To use the field theory, we represent a copolymer chain
as a continuous curve of length A^6, where b is the Kuhn segment length. For the
treatment shown below, we assume that volume occupied by each A and B monomer
is the same (= 6^ = l/po,Po being the bulk density) and small ions are taken to be
point like. We consider the diblock copolymer solution in the incompressibility limit
so that Q = nNb'^. We use the arc length variable to represent any segment along
the backbone of chain. In this notation. A block in 3*^ chain is represented by
tffi^ ^ h ^ A'^^)- Also, the position vector for a particular segment is represented by
^^{tis). Furthermore, the permittivity of the medium, e, is taken to be independent
of the position ( in units of 47reo. where is the permittivity of vacuum). Using the
field theoretical technique as described in section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2, Helmholtz free
energy F can be written as
A / n^[^^] / ^l^^^ J U^^P^^ I ^["Sl / ^Wexp [-//].
(3.1)
where j = c, +, — and -y — A, B. Here, r]{r) is the field variable corresponding to the
incompressibility constraint. A is the normalization factor and // is a functional of
exp
F
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pj,Wj and //. Note here that only for the smeared charge distribution, niicroscopic
charge density can be \vritt(Mi as a Hnear combination of microscopic densities of all
the charged species in the system. That's the reason, instead of introducing collec-
tive variables corresponding to the microscopic charge^ (hnisity. we have introduced
collective variables for each species (i.e., Pf and i' don't appear in this fornmlation).
This approach is (]uit(^ useful in making connection with dcnsit\' functional theories,
whicii deal with numb(M- cknisities rather than charge densities.
3.2.1 WSL - Random Phase Approximation
3.2.1.1 Stability Limit
Near the stability hunt of the melt, densities of all components in the inhomo-
geneous phase deviate slight !>• from their average values in the homogeneous phase.
So. the free energy of the inliomogenous phase can be obtained by expanding the
corresponding free energy expression for the homogeneous phase about the average
densities. Neglecting cubic and higher order terms in densities, the free energy of the
inliomogeneons phase is obtained in terms of the order parameter c^(r) (see Appendix
C) and has th(> form:
F = Fo + ^F(0) + O((^3), (3.2)
where the order parameter (j) is the same as that used for neutral block copolymer
melts, given by
0(r) = (5p.4(r) = pa{y) - f Pq. (3.3)
Fq is the free energy of the homogeneous phase and is given by a Flory-type equation:
~f^= + (3.4)
J=c.+ .-
In writing Fq, linear and constant terms have been ignored. In Eq. ( 3.4), xab ai^d
K'^ = ro are Flory's chi parameter and the Debye screening length, respectively, k
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is gi\'en by
= E (3.5)
J=c,+ .-
and Ib = /eksT stands for the Bjerrum length (in units of Att^o)- In Eq. ( 3.4). the
first term corresponds to the translational entropy of small ions, k'^ term accounts
for counterions and colons correlation effect and x\b term gives the contribution of
chemical mismatch between blocks.
The second degree term in p defines the structure factor {S{k)) and is given by:
^F{6) =
\ J ^^S-\mk)6{-k) (3.6)
S~\k) = So\k) + S;\k) (3.7)
S^\k) = Q{x)-2xABb' (3.8)
0(x) = ^(^••^) f3 Q)
' PoN {g{f.x)g{l - f.x) - [g{l.x) - gif.x) - g{l - f^x)]yA} ^ ' ^
,,.(,) = «^ (3.10)
In Eq. ( 3.7). SQ^{k) is the contribution due to short range excluded volume interac-
tions and Si^{k) is due to the long range Coulomb interactions present in the system.
g{f, x) is the Debye function given by
2{fx + e-f^ - 1)
_
k^Nb^
—2
'
-^-—^ '"9g{f,x)=
''-'-^
' \ ^, x '^—^^enl (3.11)
Note that Eqs. ( 3.6 - 3.10) are the same as in Ref.[16].
3.2.1.2 Limiting Laws
To understand the qualitative behavior of the system at the stabihty limit, a scal-
ing analysis is presented here for two hmiting cases. In order to carry out the scaling
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analysis, the complicated equation for Sq^K-) is approximated by an expression, used
previously for neutral block copolymerslSl], which reproduces SQ^{k) with about 5
% accuracy. Using the approximate expression. Eq. ( 3.6) becomes:
^(^) = im&T)
C(Ib) = MbZWpoN (315)
X = 2x^BA-fti6'- (3.16)
Here, s{f) is a parameter used to reproduce SQ^{k). At the stability hniit. S{k}
diverges at the wave-vector k = k* and the second degree term SF in free energy
vanishes at A- — k* and xab-^ = \*ab^^ ^^^^ ^''^'^^ ^f neutral block coj)()lymprs (i.e.
C{Ib) = 0)- the divergence corresponds to k* = {A/BY^^ ~ N'^^"^ so that the period
D = 2-n/k* ~ A"'/^ Hence, 6F vanishes at x* = l\fAB so that }Cab^ given by
expression
(X>lB-^)neu«ra/
4/2(1 -/)2 V 4/3(1 -/)3
Now. for charged block copolymers, consider the two limiting cases: (i) k^ <C and
(ii) /.-^ ^ K^. In terms of the Debye screening length . these cases correspond to
' D <^ ^ and To D. respectively.
Case (i): Strong Screening - <^ D
In this regime, the structure factor becomes
S-\k)'::.Bk' ^'^^-[x-^ (3.18)
The maxima of the structure factor corresponds to k* = (yl/B)^/^ ~ N'^^"^ so that
the period D = 2-K/k* ~ A''^^ ^nd is independent of degree of ionization of charged
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block. So,charged block copolymer behaves like neutral copolymer. This is because
the electrostatic interactions are short ranged in this regime. But there is a remarkable
effect of small ions on X*ab^ ^^^^ (act, it is found that charged block copolymers
have to have higher X*ab^ compared to its neutral analog for undergoing the
microphase separation. For salty systems,
{XaB^ ) charged = {XaB^) neutral + (3- 19)
fx
For salt-free incompressible system where = AirlBfaZl/lr', this expression simpli-
fies to
{x\BN)charged = (X^B A^)„eufra/ + 3 (^ ) ^ ("^-2^)
Physically, this means that homogeneous phase in charged copolymer enjoys larger
parameter space as compared to its neutral analog.
Case (ii): Weak Screening - ro ^ D
In this regime, the structure factor becomes
S-\k) = Bk' +^-X (3.21)
The maxima of the structure factor corresponds to
.H^)"^^^-(^)'" (3.22)
SO that X* = 2y/{A~+C)B. Plugging in expressions for A, B and C
[108 + 487tZI{1 - mfoNriBb'po]
D =
.... 1./..... ... ,1/4 (3-23)
(XaB^) charged
Pot^
s{f) ^ / 3
^
{4nlBb^Po){aNrZl
4/2(1
-/)2 V 4/3(1 -/)3 12/(1-/)
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(3.24)
From the expression for D. it is clear that the period decreases with an increase in th£
degree of ionization in this hniiting case. Comparing \*abN for charged and neutral
block copolymer cases (Eq. ( 3.24) and Eq. ( 3.17)), it can be inferred that in this
limiting regime also. {x*ab^)charged > iX*AB^l neutral increases with an increase in
Further, it can be shown that the correlation effect of ions (Debye-Hiickel theory)
is weak as long as kIb <^ 1- This means that all of the above limiting laws for salt-free
systems are valid as long as sIb <^ 1.
3.2.1.3 Numerical Calculations for Stability Limit
From here onwards, we consider the salt-free melt. To calculate the stability limit
for salt-free melts, inverse temperature dependence of \ab find Ib is clubbed togethei-
by the introduction of a parameter (called reduced temperature[46]) defined as
Having written structure factors in terms of /. the stability limit is calculated
using
b
and Xab
1
(3.25)t =
47ralB 20TTt
(3.26)
(3.27)
where S {k) is given in Eqs. ( 3.7 - 3.10). Solving these equations for t*
t* =
L + VL"^- APR
2P
>0, (3.28)
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where
P 607rx*.4(x*) (3.29)
L = \{)7ifNZlA{x*) - Qx* + Z\aN (3.30)
R =
-fNZl (3.31)
A{x*) = Q{x*) (3.32)
In writing these equations, we have taken 6=1. Function Q appearing in these
equations has ah-eady been defined in Eq. ( 3.9). Using Eq. ( 3.26). the wavevector
at the stabihty hmit is given by solving the equation
First. Eq. ( 3.33) is solved for :r* and then t* is calculated using Eq. ( 3.28). Effect
of Q and A" on the stability limit is shown in Figs. 3.2 - 3.3. .r* obtained hy using
Eq. ( 3.33) for different values of N is shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.2.1.4 Ordered Structures
To derive free energy expressions for different ordered structures, we employ the
method used by Leibler[29]. Following Leibler, we expand the free energy expression
in terms of the order parameter up to fourth order. Taking ad\Bntage of the fact
that in WSL (near stability limit), important fluctuations in polymer densities are
those with the wavevector k = k*. we approximate the order parameter by a sum of
plane waves, each ha\-ing the wavevector A" — k*. Using this expression for the order
parameter, free energy density becomes
SQ{x)
(3.33)
6x {Qx*t* + fNZ^r
N{F - Fq)
QkeT (3.34)
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Morphology Cn 'h
Lamellar Cl = 0 m = ^r,(o.o)
Cylinder C3 = -(2/3x/3)AT3 A/3 = t|[r4(o,o) + 4r4(o.i)]
Sphere Ce = -(4/3\/6).V[r3
+2r4(0,2) + 4r4(L2)]
% = ^[r4(o,o) + 8r4(o,i)]
Table 3.1. Coefficients (^^ and calculated by Leibler[29]
where the value of n corresponds to the morphology being studied. To be specific,
n — 1.3 and 6 correspond to lamellar, hexagonallv close packed (HCP) cylinder
and body ccnitrc^d cubic (BCC) spherical morphology, respectively. Functions Fs. r4
and coefficients f]n were calculated by Leibler[29, 47] ( svnnmarized in Table 3.1
). Further, we have adopted the notation used in Ref.[29] for the arguments of the
function r4. The coefficients have the property that r]i < rjj, < rjQ for all / and
specifically, for / = 1/2. = 0. For all the calculations presented in this paper,
these coefficients are evaluated at A' = k*.
3.2.1.5 Transition Boundaries
By following the Leibler's procedure[29]. the disorder-order transition (DOT) and
the order-order transitions (OOT) are studied. Minimizing the free energy density
(Eq. ( 3.34)) with respect to the order parameter, equilibrium order parameter and
free energy densities are obtained. Results of these minimizations are presented in
Table 3.2 where 7„ is given by
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Morphology Order Parameter {d>n) Free Energy Density {SFn)
DOT W (2%) 0
Lamellar Vix - Xs)N/r]i -NHxs - x)Vm
Sphere, Cylinder Kn{l+ln)/{Srjn) 27Cn'(l + %)3(l- 3%)/ (4096^3)
Table 3.2. Equilibrium order parameters and free energy densities
In =
In order to determine the morphology that evolves at DOT. the free energy density
is equated to zero so that XnN at DOT is found to be
XnN = XsN--^ (3.37)
Using the coefficients Cn and r]n. it can be shown that BCC (n = 6) gi^•es the low-
est value for x^N (or highest value of t). So, the morphology that appears first is
BCC. Writing Eq. ( 3.37) for DOT in terms of the reduced temperature t. the DOT
boundary is given by Eq. ( 3.28) where A{x*) is now given by
A{x*) = Q(.r*)--|- (3.38)
Subscript 6 implies that the morphology is sphere {n = 6). Similarly, order-order
transition boundaries are calculated by equating free energy densities for different
morphologies. In general, all the transition boundaries (stability limit. DOT and
order-order transitions) are calculated using Eq. ( 3.28), where only A{x*) varies.
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1 -
9^2 iXs
- X)N (3.36)
Transition Boundary Mathematical Conditions A{x*)
Stabilit>- Limit
S-'{k) 1,=,. 0
Disorder - Order
dOn l'J>n=<J>n ^
Q{x*)-ci/{4Nne)
Sphere - Cylinder SFe = SFs Q{x*) + 2y/N
Cylinder - Lamellar SF3 = SFi Q(x*) + 9C|(7|-l)/(32iVr/3)
Table 3.3. Description of different transition boundaries
Mathematical conditions and values of .4(.r*) for different transition boundaries are
summarized in Table 3.3. Function y appearing in Table 3.3 is the solution of Eq
(V-35) in Leibler's work [29]. Solving these sets of equations, the morphology diagram
can be constructed as discussed in Sec. 3.3.
3.2.2 Self-Consistent Field Theory (SCFT)
Although RPA gives a A'aluable insight into the physics of the problem, it is onh
a linear response treatment. Strictly, this treatment is valid close to the stabilit\
limit of homogeneous phase but far from the limit, RPA calculations are not quanti-
tatively correct[32. 33. 34]. To go far away from the stability limit, SCFT has been
used extensively in the literature[9. 34. 45]. Using standard methods as described in
Chapter 2, the following self-consistent equations are obtained using the saddle point
approximation for the salt-free melt after taking 6=1:
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XABNpBir)
Pc(r)
V?^'(r)
au(r) + r/(r)
WBir) + /?(r)
1
Uc exp [-Zci/.'(r)]
/ rfr exp [-Zc0(r)]
17 //dig(r,Og*(r,l-0
. /rfrg(r,l)
^ dtq{r,t)q*{r, 1 - t)
/rfrg(r,l)
=
-47r/B [ZePc(r) + Z^a/9.4(r)
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
dq{r, s)
dt
dt
[f - {ZAaNHr) + WA{r)}] q{rJ.) t < f
[fvl-u'B{r)]q{r,t) t>f
[f - {ZAaNiir) + u;^(r)}] q*{r, t) t > {1 ~ f)
[f v'r-WB{r)] q*{vj)
(3.46)
(3.47)
t<{l-f)
These equations are to be solved with initial conditions q{r,0) = l,r?*(r, 0) = 1
and the free energy expression for the salt-free melt (per chain) becomes
1 f N
n J
d'^-BNpA{r)pB{r) -^ j dv\ Vr V'(r)P + ^ j drr]{i
+ \n
f drq{r, 1)
ZAfaN
In
_/ rfrexp [-ZcV'(r)] J Z,
Za/qN
(3.48)
Here, we have used the notation ?et/'(r) ?/'(r), ?' A^"'.4/s(r) u;^/B(r). ?W77(r)
ri{r),nc = —ZAfn/Zc for all the purely imaginary fields. The free energy of the
homogeneous phase (where all the densities and fields are constant) is given by
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^ = ,V.BiV/(l - /) + (-|/aiV ) ^ In - 1 ^ (3.49)
This numerical technique leads to coupling of full non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation with standard modified diffusion (Xjuation for the polymer chains. We have
solved these sets of equations using an efficient spectral technique [34]. While soh ing
these equations, experimentally found in^•erse dependence of Flor>-"s \ parameter has
been exploited by using reduced temperature t (Eq. ( 3.25)). We have studied the
effect of a on \\bN and compared with the corresjionding RPA calculations. Also,
the effect of degree of segregation on the period of lamellar morphology is studied (Fig.
3.5). Monomer densities, counterion densities and electrostatic potential obtained
from SCFT calculations are shown in Figs. 3.6 - 3.8. respectively..
3.3 Results
In the previous section , we have pro\'ided the necessary equations to descril^e the
microphase separation. Here, we present results for salt-free charged-neutral diblock
melts. b>' solving the above equations.
3.3.1 Stability Limit - RPA Results
In Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, we have drawn the stability limits for charge/neutral
block copolymer salt-free melt at different degrees of ionizations for N = 1000 and
A'^ = 10, 000. respectively. The critical value of the reduced temperature required to
induce microphase separation decreases with an increase in the degree of ionization.
This is in qualitative agreement with limiting laws presented in Sec. 3.2.1 and the
already established concept that the effective Flory s \ parameter decreases with an
increase in degree of ionization for polyelectrolytes[46]. Unlike the neutral copolymers.
X and A^ for polyelectrolytic diblock copolymers are independent parameters that
govern the phase behaviour. Also, the stability limit depends on fraction of charged
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block (/) in an unsymmetric fashion. It is to be noted that these results are in
agreement w ith the results reported by Marko and Rabin[16]. hi Ref.[16]. temperature
dependence of \ parameter was not taken into account and critical parameters were
calculated by choosing a fixed value of /b//. The method of calculations used by
Marko and Rabin was similar to the one presented in Appendix C.
3.3.2 Period of Lamellar Phase (/ = 1/2)
In RPA. near the stability limit, the period of an ordered structure is approxi-
mated by D = 27T/k ~ 2-K/k* . It is well known that the mean field theory[29] for
neutral block copolymer predicts X^b^ = 10.495 and x* = 3.7852 at f — 1/2. Also,
the period shows 1/2 power law dependence on A' in WSL (i.e. .r = constant) as
long as the wavevector dependence of higher order terms in free energy expression
is suppressed [32. 33. 34]. Physically, this means that block copolymer chains are
obeying the Gaussian statistics for chain conformations. Experimentally, there are
deviations from this power law because of chain stretching [48]. As shown in Fig. 3.4,
same power law dependence is obtained using RPA for polyelectrolytic block copoly-
mers when is large, but the period (D ~ ^yN/x*) for a given A' is smaller than
that for an equivalent neutral copolymer system. This effect has been seen by other
researchers also[16]. The decrease in period with increase in degree of ionization,
is explained in Ref.[16] by an argument that counterions need to be rearranged on
microphase segregation and entropy loss is lower if the length scale of fluctuations
for these counterions is smaller. It is to be stressed that lowering of D with a is
not purely entropic effect. This effect is an outcome of electrostatic screening due to
counterions and hence, includes both energetic as well as entropic contributions.
At present, we are not aware of any experimental data on the period of charged-
neutral block copolymer. Nevertheless we expect the polyelectrolyte chains to be
non-Gaussian and D to deviate strongly from N^^'^ power law in the case of charged
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systems. SCFT has been quite successful in predicting the period of ordered structures
for neutral copolymers. Expecting that SCFT results are valid for weakly charged
polyelectrol}i;e copolymers, results obtained from SCFT calculations are plott(>d in
Fig. 3.5 for lamellar phase (/ = 1/2. A' = 1000). Lowermost point in the plots of
Fig. 3.5 corresponds to \\qN. By comparing Fig. 3.5 with Figs. 3.2 and 3.4. it
is clear that the RPA calculations for X^b-'^' ^^^^^ •'"*• ^^'^^ good agreement with the
corresponding SCFT calculations. Analogous to neutral copolynuns. it is found that
jY'/s power law is not valid for ordered microstructures. In addition the qualitative
feature that the period of ordered structures is lower than its neutral analog, is clearly
seen in these i)lots.
3.3.3 Counterion Distribution
The RPA calculations do not provide counterion distributions. On the other hand.
SCFT allows calculations of counterion densities and potential self-consistent ly. Figs.
3.6 - 3.8 show monomer densities for charged block (.4). counterion densities, and
the electrostatic potential, respect i\eh-. The onset of microphase separation leads to
creation of monomer and counterion density waves (Figs. 3.6 and 3.7) because of
the incompatibility between the blocks and coupling between charged monomer {A)
and counterions. respectively. From these plots, it can be inferred that in the strong
segregation limit (\iV —* oc). all the counterions are confined to the charged domains.
One of the effects of these density waves in the lamellar phases, is the presence of
a potential difference between the charged and neutral domains (Fig. 3.8) w^iose
magnitude increases with the degree of segregation. For the weakly charged diblock
copolymer system studied here, total local charge density is close to zero and it
is hard to determine the shape of the charge density wave for the system due to
the possible numerical errors. To verify the observation that the effective degree of
segregation is reduced because of the electrostatic interactions (RPA calculations).
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we have plotted monomer densities for neutral and charged block copolymer at the
same (Fig. 3.9). These plots clearly confirm that effective degree of segregation
is lower for charged copolymer melt and counterions have a tendency to drive the
system towards homogeneous phase.
3.3.4 Morphology Diagram for Charged-Neutral Diblock Copolymer
The calculation of morphology diagrams using SCFT is a computationally inten-
sive task because of the vast parameter space for polyelectrolytic systems. To get an
idea about transition boundaries, w'e have used RPA calculations presented in section
3.2.1, assuming that only the classical morphologies [29] compete in charged-neutral
diblock copolymer systems. Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the calculated morphology
diagrams for different a and A'. We observe that DOT and OOT boundaries are
strongly dependent on a and The temperature of occurrence of DOT decreases
with an increase in q and increases with an increase in A (analogous to the shift of
stability limit - Figs. 3.2. 3.3) . Furthermore, these transition boundaries for DOT
and OOT are highly asymmetric with respect to /.
3.4 Conclusions Future Work
We have addressed the microphase separation in charged-neutral diblock copoly-
mer melts in the weak segregation limit, by using the RPA and SCFT methods. We
have shown in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3 that the critical value of the x parameter for
microphase separation is higher for charged copolymers and of concentration modu-
lation is smaller in comparison with neutral copolymers. From morphology diagrams,
it can be seen that the parameter space for ordered microstructures is reduced when
degree of ionization of charged block is increased. In other words, charging a block
stabilizes the homogeneous phase.
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The SCFT results show that the counterions partition themselves preferentiall>
within the charged domains. This leads to creation of a potential difference between
charged and neutral domains. This process of partitioning is unfavorable both eii-
tropically and energetically. Hence, the length scale of these partitioning is lower
when there are more numljer of counterions to be partitioned for the same n\miber of
monomers.
Finally, we sununarize the assumptions in obtaining the above results. \\e have
taken the counterions to be point charges. Our treatment c an be readily extended to
counterions with finite size by modifying the incompressibility condition and incorpo-
rating excluded volume interactions. The Kuhn segment lengths for the neutral and
charged blocks are taken to be same. It has been shown that conformational asynniie-
try has an effect on the order-order transition boundaries for neutral copolymers [49].
Analogously, there will be an effect on our system as well. In the case of polyelec-
trolytes. electrostatic interactions cause stiffening of the chain so that the effective
segment length [50] depends on \'arious factors such as k. q etc. in a complicated
manner. By assuming that the segment length for charged and neutral blocks to be
the same, we inijilicitly assume that the charged block copolymer under consideration
is conformationally symmetric and is weakly charged, so that the difference between
the effective and bare segment lengths is negligible . Another important assumption
in the present theory is that the position/concentration dependence of the dielectric
constant e is suppressed . Recenth'. the effect of dielectric constants of individual
components in a multi-component polyelectrolyte[45] solution has been presented.
In the work, dielectric constant of a component was taken to be linearly dependent
on the concentration of the component. In principle, dielectric constant depends on
the concentration of ions in a complex manner[51]. At present, there is no satisfac-
tory well-established model for the dependence of microscopic dielectric constant on
macroscopic density. So. we model dielectric constant (e) appearing in the expression
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for the Bjerrum length as the effective dielectric constant for the mixture of A, B
monomers and counterions. Position dependence of dielectric constant will definitely
play an important role in the strong segregation limit. However, for melts in WSL,
the average value of dielectric constant can be taken as a constant. Further, we have
considered only the lamellar, cylindrical and spherical morphologies as the competing
structures. Extensions of the present theory for other morphologies are in progress.
At present we are unaware of any systematic experimental study on charged-
neutral copolymers. We hope that the present theoretical work will instigate experi-
mental work on charged block copolymers in the concentrated regime. Future exten-
sions of the current work include the study of sharp polymeric interfaces encountered
in the strong segregation limit. In particular, the effect of dielectric mismatch be-
tween the charged and neutral domains on the period of the morphologies is one
of the studies, which is of utmost importance for many industrial applications and
fundamental understanding. Extensions of the current work to triblock copolymers,
effect of solvent, conformational asymmetry of the charged and neutral blocks, and
most important, the effect of concentration fluctuations on the microphase separation
characteristics are some of the directions of future research.
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Figure 3.1. (a) Theoretical and (b) experimental equilibrium morpholog>' diagrams
calculated using SCFT and measured using polystyrene — polyisoprene (neutral-
neutral) diblock copolymers. On the right, schematic illustrations of the domains
occupied by the smaller minority blocks into the classical lamellar (L). cylindrical
(C), spherical (S) phases, and the complex gyroid (G). perforated-lamellar (PL) and
double-diamond (D) phases is shown. The expanded view of the L phase demon-
strates the self-assembly of individual molecules within the morphology. In (a), the
solid dot denotes the mean-field critical point and the vertical arrows indicate the
L/C and C/S phase boundaries as predicted by strong segregation theory[30]. In (b),
the solid dots denote the experimental data points, while the curves serve only as a
guide to the eye. Figures are adapted from ref. [34].
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Figure 3.2. Effect of degree of ionization (q) on the stability limit for the dis-
ordered phase in polyelectrolytic diblock melt: plots correspond to = 1000 and
a = 0,0.01,0.02,0.1. Above t*, disordered phase is stable and below t*. it becomes
unstable.
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/
Figure 3.3. Effect of degree of ionization (q) on the stability limit of the disordered
phase in polyelectroh"tic diblock melt: plots correspond to .V = 10.000 and a =
0.0.01.0.02.0.1.
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Figure 3.4. RPA Calculations - Effect of degree of polymerization (N) and degree
of ionization (q) on critical parameter x* for (/ = |) in WSL : q = 0.0.01.0.02.0.1.
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Figure 3.5. SCFT Calculations - Effect of degree of segregation on period of lamellae
(/ = 1/2. A' = 1000). Semenov's Strong Segregation Theory (SSST)[30]-[34] which
predicts D/ = 2 (8xA737r'*)^^^ is also drawn for comparison purposes.
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Figure 3.6. Polyelectrolytic block copolymer lamellae (/ = 1/2, a = 0.01, = 1000)
- monomer densities.
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Figure 3.7. Counterion distribution in lamellar phase (/
1000).
1/2, a = 0.01,
47
Figure 3.8. Electrostatic potential in lamellar phase (/ = 1/2, q — 0.01. A' = 1000).
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Figure 3.9. Reduction of effective chemical mismatch (/ = 1/2. N = 1000) - com-
parison between monomer densities.
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Figure 3.10. RPA Calculations - Morphology diagram for polyelectrolytic diblock
copolymer: = 1000 and q = 0 for the topmost four boundaries, a = 0.01 for the
middle four, a = 0.02 for the next set and a = 0.1 for the lowermost four boundaries.
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Figure 3.11. RPA Calculations - Morphology diagram for polyelectrolytic diblock
copolymer: A' = 10. 000 and q = 0 for the topmost four boundaries, q = 0.01 for the
middle four, a = 0.02 for the next set and q = 0.1 for the lowermost four boundaries
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CHAPTER 4
CONFINEMENT FREE ENERGY OF FLEXIBLE
POLYELECTROLYTES IN SPHERICAL CAVITIES
4.1 Introduction
Polyelectrolytes are ubiquitous in nature and exhibit rich behavior. In the past,
a great deal of theoretical[14, 15, 16, 21, 46, 50, 52. 53, 54. 55] and experimental
efforts[22, 23. 25, 56, 57, 58] have been made in understanding their characteristics
in solutions with concentrations ranging from dilute to concentrated. One of the
remarkable discoveries in the last century is the theory of simple electrolytes made
by Debye and Hiickel[59], where electrostatic interactions get screened (colloquially
referred to as the Debye screening). Similar phenomenon was shown to be present
in the case of neutral polymers, where monomers interact by short range excluded
volume interaction potential (known as Edward's screening[3]). In the case of poly-
electrolytes, both kinds of screening effects are present and their coupling via the
concept of double screening was introduced by Muthukumar[53], and the behavior of
polyelectrolyte solutions was described in terms of these screening phenomena. As a
result, different concentration regimes in polyelectrolyte solutions were predicted and
verified experimentally [22. 23].
However, most of the computer and real-world experiments involve finite vol-
ume, where boundary effects play a significant role and can not be ignored. Re-
cently, there has been a resurgence of interest in studying polymers within confined
domains[6, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69. 70]. Unlike neutral polymers, lit-
tle is known about the physics of polyelectrolytes under confinement, a situation
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realized in liposome-mediated delivery of macroniolecules to th(> cells[60], translo-
cation experiments involving RNA/Di\A[61. 62], synthetic polyelectrolytes[63] etc.
Underlying physics in these experiments is governed by the ccwifinement effects on
a single polyelectrolyte chain. Physically, confinement forces interaction among the
monomers and the conformational entropy of the chain gets lowered due to less num-
ber of conformational states available to the chain. If small components like salt ions
and s()lv(>nt molecules are also present in addition to the polymer, then translational
entrop\- of these components gets diminished, making confinement a thermodynam-
ically mifavorable process. Quantitative estimates of these confinement effects are
desirable. Recently, a quantitative description of the finite size correct ions [71] to free
energy for electrol>lic systems has been presented. The analog of these calculations
for polyelectrolyte systems has not been attempted yet and is one of the goals of this
study.
In this study, we focus on a single polyelectrolyte chain confined in a neutral
spherical cavity and u.se radial synnnetry to obtain the mean field results. Thi^
theoretical model is pertinent in understanding man\" important physical processes
Few promising applications of this model are the computation of free energy barrier>
for the chain to move out of the confining space, osmotic pressure of polyelectrolytes
etc. To start with, we consider a situation where inner and outer dielectric constants of
medium are different (say e, and to. respectively). For this situation, the electrostatic
potential is to be calculated using continuity of electrostatic potential and normal
component of displacement vector at the boundary. It turns out that these boundar\
conditions are equivalent to a continuous dielectric medium (of dielectric constant
e, everywhere) with charges confined within the boundary of sphere for the radially
symmetric globally electron eutral system. In other words, dielectric mismatch effects
disappear due to the use of radial symmetry. We must point out that radial symmetr>
is strictly valid only at the mean field level and fluctuations break this symmetry. In
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the concentrated regime, we have been able to compute the fluctuation contributions
without recourse to radial symmetry.
Unlike cylindrical[6] and rectangular [6, 64] confinements, a single self-avoiding
chain in a spherical cavity has been shown to be a polymer solution problem [3. 65.
66. 67. 72. 73] with different degrees of confinements corresponding to different con-
centration regimes as seen in polymer solution theories. We are here interested in
estimating different thermodynamic contributions to the free energy of confined poly-
electrolytic system. Computing these contributions using simulations is a formidable
task. However, self-consistent field theory (SCFT) presents a faster and an accurate
way to address this problem. SCFT allows us to explore the role of confinement in
free energy at the mean field level (also known as the saddle point approximation)
and then capture the role of fluctuations by expanding free energ>' functional around
the mean field solution (one-loop calculations). Unlike earlier studies on single neu-
tral chain[68]. we use '"explicit solvent model", which captures soh'ent entrop>' in a
more realistic way. At the mean field le\'el. free energy for a self-avoiding chain under
strong confinement (in vacuum) has been shown to be proportional to wp^Q.. where w
is a measure of the strength of excluded volume interactions, Pp is monomer density
and Q is the volume of the cavity. Remarkably, same proportionality is exhibited by
polymer solution theories[3. 72] in the concentrated regime. However, at low polymer
concentrations (i.e. dilute and semi-dilute regime), fluctuations around the saddle
point solution become important and saddle point approximation breaks down. In
that case, non-perturbative techniques have to be devised to compute the correct free
energy. In this work, we explore the free energy in the concentrated regime, when
radius of gyration of the chain is comparable to the radius of the ca\"it>' and mean
field theory is still apphcable.
Dividing the free energy into energetic and entropic parts using thermodynamic
arguments, we have identified the role of individual components. Moreover, one
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loop calculations provide insight about tlu^ corrections to the hulk expressions from
fluctuation effects in the concentrated regime. For a globally ncnitral system with onl^-
small ions (i.e. without polNclectrolyte) inside a neutral cavity, local electroneutrality
is the equilibrium state. In contrast, local electroneutrality is violated in the presence
of a polyelectrolyte chain due to the depletion effects present in the system. We have
studied the resulting monomer and charge density distribution for different sets of
relevant parameters of the problem. To link with the experiments, we have comi)uted
the osmotic pressure and mean acti\it\- coefficient for monovalent salt.
This chapter is organized as follows: theory is presented in Sec. 4.2; calculated
results and conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.3 and 4.4. respectively.
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Self-consistent Field Theory
We consider a spherical cavity of radius R containing a single flexible polyelec-
trolyte chain of total Kuhn segments, each with length b. The polyelectrolyte
chain is represented as a continuous curve of length I\'b and an arc length variable
/ is used to represent any segment along the backbone. W'e assume that there are
He monovalent counterions (positively charged) released b\- the chain (and assuming
that the chain is negatively charged for the sake of specificity). In addition, there
are n-, ions of species 7(= +, — ) coming from added salt (in volume Q = AitR^/3
) so that the whole system is globally electroneutral. Let Zj be the valenc>' (with
sign) of the charged species of type j. Moreover, we assume that there are Ug solvent
molecules (satisfying the incompressibility constraint) present in the cavity and for
simplicity, each solvent molecule occupies a volume [vs) same as that of the monomer
(i.e. Vg = b^)- Subscripts p, s,c, + and — are used to represent monomer, solvent .
counterion from polyelectrolyte, positive and negative salt ions, respectively. Degree
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of ionization of the chain is taken to be a and we consider smeared charge distribution
so that each of the segments carries a charge eaZp, where e is the electronic charge.
Following the method described in section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2 (cf. Eq. 2.30) [9]
to obtain saddle point equations (see Appendix D), the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
for electric potential gets coupled to the well-known modified diffusion equation for
chain connectivity. In particular, the saddle point equations are given by
<^p(r) = Xpsb^Ps{r) + r]{r) (4.1)
Mr) = Xpsb^Pp{r) + nir) (4.2)
1
PpW = TT / dtq{r.t)q{T.N-t) (4.3)
Vp Jo
p,(r) = ^exp[-0,(r)] (4.4)
Pp(r) + Ps{r) = po (4.5)
Pj{r) = ^exp[-Z,t/^(r)] for j = c. +. - (4.6)
J-C.+ .-
(4.7)
These equations are equivalent to those derived by Shi and Noolandi[44]. and
\Vang[45] et ai. although the method of derivation is different as briefly outlined in
Appendix D. In these equations, p^j(r) and 03(r) are respecti^'ely the macroscopic
number density and the field experienced by particles of type 3, due to excluded
volume interactions. All charged species experience electrostatic potential represented
by tp{r) above. Note that i''(r) in above equations is dimensionless (in units of ksT/e)
and Ib depicts the Bjerrum length defined as /s = e'^/ekBT, where e is the position
independent effective dielectric constant of the medium (in units of 47reo, being the
permittivity of vacuum. Moreover, Xps is the dimensionless Florv's chi parameter
and Po — {N + ns)/Q = l/b^. Also, r/(r) is the well-known pressure field introduced
to enforce the incompressibility constraint. The function q{rj) is the probability of
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finding segment / at location r. when starting end of the chain can lie anywhere in
space, satisfying the modified diffusion equation [28]
dt
- V? - {^/vv{r) + Op(r)} q{T.t). /G(0,A'). (4.8)
Also, Qj represents thv partition function for the particle of type J in the field
experienced by it, giv(ni by
Q. = J ^/rexp[-0,(r)] (4.9)
Qp = j ^/rr/(r-^'V) (4.10)
Qj = J drexp{-Zjiir)]
for j=c.+.-. (4.11)
Using the abo\'e equations, approximated free energ}' at the extremum (saddle point
approximation) is given by
7^ = 7^ - Xpsb' I dvp,[v)p,[v) +^ [ drilir) X/l ^r) - \nQKbJ ksl
.1 ciniB J
(4.12)
where j = s, c, +, — and Fo/ksT = ^ {Nwpp + ngW^g) is the self-energy contribution
arising from excluded volume interactions. Using thermodynamic arguments[74] and
assuming dielectric constant (c) to be independent of temperature (7"). the free en-
ergy (Eq. ( 4.12)) is divided into enthalpic contributions due to excluded volume,
electrostatic interactions and entropic part due to small ions, solvent molecules and
the polyelectrolyte chain. Denoting these contributions by E^. E^, Sions, Ssoh-ent ^in^^
Spoiy, respectively, the free energy is written as
F ~ Fq
_ ^
Eg T[Siojis + Ssolvent ~^ ^poly)
ksT ksT ksT ksT
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'-'ions
TS.solvent
knT
TS,poly
knT
Xpsb^ J
drpp{r)p,{r) + po J drii{r) (4.14)
i
I druir) J2 ^^^^^^) + ^P^Ppi^)^
- J2 riMQj + J drZjPj{r)4'{r) + ^ [Innj
- 1]
^ /"rfrp,(r){ln[p,(r)]-l} (4.16)
UglnQs + J
dr pg{r)(l)s{r) + Ug [Inns - 1]
rfrp,(r){ln[p,(r)]-l} (4.17)
-InQp- J
dr [{ZpQ0(r) + c^j,(r)}pp(r)+po^(r)]. (4.18)
So far, we have presented a general field theoretical treatment for a single polyelec-
trolyte chain and haven't considered confinement. We study the role of confinement
by solving Eqs. ( 4.1- 4.7) under a particular set of boundary conditions and con-
straints, which are presented in the next section. Also, the limits of volume integral
in Eqs. ( 4.13- 4.18) vary over the volume of confining spherical cavity.
4.2.2 Boundary Conditions and Constraints
The above treatment leads to coupling of non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation
with modified diffusion equation. Both of these equations are second order differential
equations and hence, two conditions are required for each, in order to obtain a unique
solution. In addition, for t dependent diffusion equation, an initial condition is needed
to start the computations. To solve these equations, we exploit the assumed spherical
symmetry of the system so that q{rj) q{r,t), where r = |r| and the Laplacian is
given by
]_d_
^2 Qj^
.d_
dr
(4.19)
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Due to symmetry of tlie system, additional requirements need to ))(> fulfilled by the
solution. Here, we summarize all these conditions:
Boun(lar\' Conditions : 0. (/(/{./) = 0 for all / (4.20)
Initial Conditions : (/(r.O) = l for all /-//^ (4.21)
Symmetry Conditions: ^ !,..„=^ l,.=o= 0 foralU (4.22)yr or
r^oundary and initial conditions for (]{r.f) correspond to the facts that (a) sej^ments
are excluded from boundary so probability of finding any segment at tlu^ boundary is
zero and (b) the ends can be anywhere inside sphere. Synnnetry condition for (j{r. t) is
invoked because we are looking for a synnnetrical solution of nuniomer density about
the c(>nter without any discontinuity. Boundary condition and symmetry conditions
for electrostatic potential are obtained by using the Gauss law at the boundary and
the fact that net force experienced by an ion at the center of the sphere must be zero.
Along with the abovt^ initial and boundary conditions, solution of SCF e(}uations
need to be obtained under additional constraints due to the fixed number of monomers
(A'^), ions (vj) and global electroneutrality so that
where c, is salt concentration in moles per liter (molarity) and Q is in units of nm'^.
In this work, we are interested in studying confinement effects on a single flexible
polyelectrolyte chain. That's why we have chosen a non-adsorbing neutral spherical
cavity. In studies focussing at the adsorption on to charged impermeable/permeable
surfaces, electrostatic boundary conditions have to be changed. The boundary condi-
tions for the electrostatic potential can be written by relating the discontinuity of the
normal component of the displacement vector to the surface charge density. In case.
ZpQN + ZcTic = 0, Z+n+ = -Z_n_ = 0.6023 c,17, (4.23)
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the short range interactions coming from hard surfaces are also under investigation,
the boundary condition for the function q{r,t) has to be modified too. A popular
boundary condition[6] for studying the effect of short range interactions is to use the
condition
,^ I... ^ (4.24)or c
where c is the parameter, which characterizes the attractive or repulsive nature of the
hard surface.
4.2.3 Numerical Technique
We have solved SCF equations (Eqs. ( 4.1 - 4.8)) in real space using an explicit
finite difference scheme for Poisson-Boltzmann-like equation (Eq. ( 4.7)) and the stan-
dard Crank-Xicolson[75] scheme for solving modified diffusion equation (Eq. ( 4.8)).
Due to the use of properly normalized equations for densities, all the constraints
mentioned earlier are always satisfied during the computation.
As the solution of SCF equations is invariant when an arbitrary constant is added
to the fields, so this constant needs to be fixed in order to obtain a unique solution.
Choice of fixing this constant depends on the numerical scheme used in soh'ing the
SCF equations. We simply choose i/'(/?) = 0 and J drr]{r) = 0. We must point out
that any method of fixing this constant does not affect the densities but the free
energy gets changed by a constant.
To realize the constraint / drT]{r) = 0, ^ J drr]{r) is subtracted from the computed
7y(r) at each iteration. This procedure leads to J rfrr/(r) = 0 in the final solution. Also,
all the integrals are evaluated by the standard Trapezoidal [75] rule and Broyden's
method [75] is used to solve the set of non-linear equations.
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4.2.4 Reference System
The choice of a reference system in free energ\' calculations depends on the physical
quantity of interest. One of our goals in this study is to investigate the role of tlK>
polyelectrolyte chain in the free energ>' of the system. To study the role of tlu^ chain,
the spherical cavity without any i)()lyniei" (with small ions and soKcnt inside) is the
appropriate choice.
In the absence of the chain, free energy becomes
r(,„.o)^-r°'"'-°'
= E -.h^-i]^ (4.25)
Note that in the absence of the chain. n.,b'^ = Q. due to the inconipressibility condition.
4.2.5 Osmotic Pressure: Contact Value Theorem
Although we have computed the free energy of a confined chain, it is worthwhile
to compute a physical observable, which is readily measurable experimentally. So. we
haw computed the osmotic pressure of a confined chain by carrying out the x-ariation
of free energy (Eq. ( 4.12)) with respect to the number of solvent molecules, but
keeping the number of monomers and salt ions fixed ( and taking care of the fact
that volume has to be changed to alter the number of solvent molecules for the
incompressible system under investigation here). The osmotic pressure is given by [73
k-RT
S
Sus
F-Fq
A'.n,
6
Sn,
F-Fq
(4.26)
where j = c, +.— . Within the saddle point approximation. F = F* and (F* —
Ffij/ksT — —Us for pure solvent (i.e. when A'
,
nj = 0). Using the above formula,
osmotic pressure comes out to be (within radial symmetry)
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-Xp>b'pl(R-) + Pe(R-)m~l (4.27)
where Pe{R~) is the total charge density (in units of electronic charge) at a point
close to the surface of the cavity and in the superscript depicts the fact that saddle
point approximation for the free energy has been used ni deriving the result. Due to
the coarse grained model used in studying the single chain, information at a length
scale below Kuhn's segment length is not correctly captured by the model. So. R'
represents the point, which is at a distance of one Kuhn segment length from the
surface. This point is well-discussed in the literature[76. 77] and will not be pursued
further.
If we were to imagine a system, where densities and fields are constant (as in the
concentrated bulk system), then the above expression simplifies to the well-known[3]
expression for the osmotic pressure of a homogeneous system (represented by IIJ^)
_ ^ Pp y ^-Pp , Pp Xps -2
ksT ^ Q 63 ^53 f^p
where pp = Nb^/Q. In the literature[77], osmotic pressure for fluids near surfaces
is given by the fluid densities near surfaces (the so called "contact value theorem")
and Eq. ( 4.27) is nothing but the analog of the "contact value theorem" for the
inhomogeneous system with interactions.
4.2.6 Mean Activity Coefficient
Using the saddle point approximation for the free energy, we have computed the
electrostatic chemical potential of small ions. Carrying out the variation of free energy
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(Eq. ( 4.12)) witli respect to iiuinhtM" of small ions, the mean field estimate for tiie
electrostatic ciienncal i)()tential[59] of small ions comes ont to he
6 F-Fq
knT
= In
_/r/rexp (-Zjf(r)) (4.29)
for j = c, +, — . This is a straightforward generalization of the (^hx trostatic chemical
potential for homogeneous system to an inliomogeneons one. Using these expressions,
chemical potential for the salt A,,^ H„ (so that — — I for the monovalent salt)
can be written as
(4.30)
H()we\(>r. in(li\'i(lual activity coefficients or the clu^mical jxjtential can not he measured
ex])erimentally. So. we construct tlu> m(>an activity ((x^fhcient (~-t) for the hinary
salt [59] defin(Hl hy
= hi (4.31)
where u = Uj^ + u^. Using Eq. ( 4.30) and ( 4.31). mean activity coefficient is given
7± =
j drexp (—Z_ i/'(r))
(4.32j
Using Schwarz's inequality [78], it can be shown that the mean activity coefficient is
always less than or equal to unity. For the splierical cavity with pure solvent and
monovalent salt ions, potential is essentially constant everywhere (local electroneu-
trality) and that leads to mean activity coefficient being miity. Note that the Eq.
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( 4.32) can also be derived by considering a Donnan equilibrium between the inte-
rior containing polyelectrolyte chain and the exterior containing salt ions with salt
concentration c^.
4.3 Results
Having presented the field theoretical treatment of a single flexible chain in the
presence of solvent, we present the results obtained after solving SCFT ecjuations for
a negatively charged chain {Zp = — 1) with monovalent salt. In this study, we have
taken all small ions (counterions and co-ions) to be point charges and while calculating
counterion density profiles, we have added contributions coming from the counterions
released by the polyelectrolyte chain and the salt. Also, it should be noticed that due
to the point nature of these charges, counterions and co-ions are not excluded from
the confining boundary, which can be done, in principle, by the introduction of an
arbitrary wall potential[79]. Here, we simply assume that the depletion layer[8] for
counterions and co-ions is very small as compared to the monomer due to an order
of difference in their sizes and its negligible effects on the system properties.
All the results reported in this work have been obtained with a grid spacing of
Ar = 0.1 and chain contour discretization of At — 0.01 after putting b — I nm.
4.3.1 Monomer and Charge Distribution
To study the effect of confinement, we have varied degree of poh-merization (N)
keeping all other parameters fixed. Increase in with fixed R leads to a more
confined en\'ironment with the increase in monomer density everpvhere inside the
cavity. This can be seen in Fig. 4.1, where we have plotted monomer densities for
a single polyelectrolyte chain for different values of after choosing a particular .set
of parameters {xps = 0.45, q = O.lJs/b = 0.7. R/b = 5.c, = O.LU). These values
for the parameters were chosen to mimic a salty flexible polyelectrolyte chain under
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spherical coiifineiunit in tho prosnirr of water as a solvent. Also, for coiiiparison
purposes, we have plotted inonoiner densities for the corresponding neutral chains in
an athernial soUcnt {\pa — 0) and in an c(iui\alcnt sohcnt condition (\,,,s = 0.45-).
Comparing the monomer density for the neutral chain in atlKMinal solvent with a
poorer solv(Mit. it is clear that the (>xclusion of solv(>nt molecules from tlu^ core of
the coil is stronger as the st)lvent quality is decreased, as expected. Now. when
the polymer in the less good solvent is charged, the .solvent exclusion effect is slightly
weaker. This difference becomes negUgible as the monomer volume fraction incn^ases.
Moreov(M\ monomer density profiles for neutral and the i)olyelectrolyte chain in the
same solvent are almost identical, which corroborates the coil conformation of the
polyelectrol>i;e.
We have also varied H hy keeping the number of salt ions and n fixed, and the
results obtained for radial densities are slunvn in Fig. 4.2 for a particular value of N
(number of salt-ions corresponds to Cg — 0.1.W for li/b — 5). The ob.served difference
in small ion density profiles for different /?"s is attril)Uted to the fact that total salt
concentration (r.,) is changing when H is being changed with \\\(- number of small
ions kept hxed during this variation. In this hgme. we have chosen = lOU and
the rest of the parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.1 for the polyelectrolyte chain.
From Fig. 4.2. it is evident that due to exclusion of the monomers from confining
sphere surface, decrea.se in R leads to an increase in concentration of monomers in
the interior. Had it been a bulk situation (/? —> oc). small ion densities would have
reached their bulk value (r,). Looking at small ions' densities in Fig. 4.2. it is clear
that for the confined spherical system, this common presumed result is no more valid
and small ion densit\' profiles haven't reached their bulk value. In other words, net
radial charge density is no more zero near the confining boundary (as shown in Fig.
4.3) and a double layer system[80] is set up as a result of depletion of the chain from
the surface.
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In this study, small ions are treated as point charges and hence, are not excluded
from the surface of the spherical cavity in contrast to the monomer. As a result, when
A" is increased keeping q fixed at stronger confinements (in terms of higher monomer
densities), there are more counterions (positively charged) generated by the chain
and hence, charge density near the surface of the cavity increases (Fig. 4.3). On the
other hand, near the center of the cavity, the local charge density curves move toward
zero as is increased (i.e. interior of the cavity is becoming locally electroneutral).
For lower degrees of confinements (i.e. low pp). increase in A' leads to increase in
charge density everywhere due to more number of ions in the system. Howe\'er. this
beha^•ior is seen over a very small density regime.
We have also varied other parameters (c^. q and Is)- Effects of all these parameters
on monomer densities are consistent with the observation that a polyelectrolyte[53]
chain at high salt concentration is equivalent to a neutral chain with an effecti\-e
excluded volume parameter given by
1- pp
So. the polyelectrolyte chain shows higher expansion[81] as compared to its neutral
analog [82].
On the other hand, at low salt concentrations, the chain can tend to attain a rod-
like conformation due to dominance of electrostatic repulsions along the backbone and
spherical symmetry is broken. In our mean field study, we use spherical symmetry
and Gaussian model for the polyelectrolyte chain. Due to these limitations, spherical
symmetry breaks down in the extremely low salt regime and we are not allowed to
explore the low salt regime using the current model.
These results show that confinement of the chain leads to the development of a
charge density wave inside the cavity and an outcome of this charge density wave is
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that there is a potential difference across the center of the (a\it\ and the snrface.
It is to be noted that for a confined system with only small ions inside. pot(Mitial
is constant everywhere and local elect rt)n('utrality is the (>(inilit)rinni state (trivial
solution of SCF equations). However, it is the depletion of the chain from the cavity
surface, which leads to the accmnnlation of charges near the surface and as a r(>sult
inhomogeneous charge distribution is attained. To study the role of i)olyelectrolyte
in the free energy, we compare the free energies t>f the inliomogeneous phase with the
cavity containing pure solvent and salt-ions in the n(>xt s(H tion.
4.3.2 Free Energy within Saddle Point Approximation
In Fig. 4.4, we have plotted different contributions to free energy for a salty sys-
tem using Eqs. ( 4.13 - 4.17). Analyzing the contributions to free energy, it is clear
that the free energy has four major contributions. At lower ])olymer volume frac-
tions, free energy is dominat(>d by entropy of small ions {—TStons/f^BT) and solvent
{—TSsolvent /f^BT). As voluuie fraction is increased, chain conformational entropy and
polymer-solvent interaction energy also become important. Also, electrostatic energ>
part in free energy is small compared to other terms, stressing a minor role played
b\- (electrostatic energy in the crowded environment under investigation here. Shar(
of each contribution to the free energy depends on the degree of confinement. For
instance, when degree of confinement is extremely high {Nb^/Q —> 1), solvent entrop>
and polymer-solvent interaction energy terms are negligible and free energy has two
major contributions - small ion entropy and chain conformational entropy Stricth
speaking, our theoretical model breaks down as .soon as monomer density inside the
cavity is close to luiity because the finite size of small ions and nature of interaction.'-
between the various species become important. All these effects can not be captured
with our theory, which involves only two body interaction potential.
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A few comments about the shape of the plots in Fig. 4.4 are due here. Shape
of small ions entropy term is governed by number of small ions term / ofrpj(r)
in Eq. ( 4.16)) and when N is increased keeping degree of ionization (a) and R
fixed, number of counterions increases and hence. —TSions/ksT decreases with in-
crease in N (almost linearl>'). Similarly, when is increased while keeping R fixed,
total number of solvent molecules in the cavity decreases (due to incompressibility)
and hence,
—TSsoh-ent/^BT increases. Increase in A' for a fixed R/h leads to lower
number of conformations available to the chain and hence, entropy of the chain de-
creases or
—TSpoiy/kBT increases. Shape of excluded ^'olume interaction energy and
electrostatic interaction energy can be understood by the fact that in the asvmptotic
limit with respect to degree of confinement, the product of densities (monomer and
solvent) as well as the electric potential are small.
In implicit soh'ent computations[68]. free energy goes linearly with A'^/Q. In
order to see whether the same linear law is followed by free energy in explicit solvent
model, we have plotted free energy- as a function of N'^/Q for different values of R/b
in Fig. 4.5. It is found that free energy follows the linear law onl>- for lower A'alues of
Pp. For higher pp. there are deviations from this linear law due to the conformational
entropy of the chain. Overall, the shape of the free energy curve is of the form
Ylj=c+ - s [^^('^j/^) ~ 1] for lower pp and systematic deviations are seen for higher
Pp-
Also, to highlight the role of the polyelectrolyte in the free energy of confinement,
we have plotted the difference between the free energy of the spherical ca\ it>' with and
without chain (i.e. AF* = F* - F{pp = 0}) for different radii of the confining cavity
and monomer densities in Fig. 4.6. In these computations, it has been assumed
that Wpp = Wss to get rid of an uninteresting constant. The results reveal that the
confinement of the chain is a thermodynamically unfavorable process and for the
same density, larger value of AF* for larger spherical cavity can be attributed to
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the difference in conformational entropy and polN incr-soKcnt iutcract ion ciicr^y for
chains of chfferent lengtlis in spheres of (htferent radii.
hi scahng theories[C)j. it is coninionlN' asserted tiiat the conliucment Tree energy is
extensive in A . In order to eontirni this assertion, we luwv plotted (F* — Fo)/A'A/{T
for various values of monomer densities at different xalnes of // (s(>e Fig. 4.7). Our
results clearly show that t\\v free energ\- under spherical confinement is not extensive
in .v. in contrast to the r(>ctangular and cyhndrical conimements[6].
4.li..i Osmotic Pressure^ and Mean Activity Coefficient
in F'ig. 4.8. we tunc plotted th(> osmotic pressure obtained from Eq. ( 4.27)
a^^ a function of monomer density. For comparison pur|)()ses. we have also plotted
the osmotic pressure of the liomogcnieous pha.K(> {Eq. ( 4.28)). It is found that the
osmotic pressur(> is the same for the homogtnieous and th(> inhoniogeneous ])has(>
at lower monomer densities and ideal gas law for osmotic i)ressur(> is obtained in
this ri^gime. However, at liigher densities, deviations from ideal gas law ar(> seen
and these deviations are larger for \ho inhoniogeneous phase in comparison with
th(> homogeneous phase. Com])aring viwh term in Eqs. ( 4.27) and ( 4.28), it is
fomid that the discrepancy betvv(HMi the inhoniogeneous and homogeneous phase arises
as a result of the depletion of the chain from the spherical surface. Due to the
depletion, the monomer density at one Kuhn step away from the surface is higher for
the inhoniogeiKHMis system in comparison with the homogenous .system. Moreover,
the log term involving solvent density and (juadratic exchid(>d volume interaction
term involving tlie chi parameter add to the discrepancy. Other than these terms,
electrostatic and small ions terms do not change much. Effect of the cavity radius on
the osmotic pressure profiles can be easily explained using Eq. ( 4.28) and the fact
that number densities of salt ions is higher for smaller cavity, when number of ions is
kept tixvd during the computation.
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In the absence of the polyelectrolyte, the local electroneutrality is the equilibrium
state for the small ions. That means the mean activity coefficient for the salt is unity.
However, due to the depletion of the chain from the surface, local electroneutrality
gets broken and that leads to a deviation from unity. In Fig. 4.9, we have plotted the
mean activity coefficient for the monovalent salt and it is clear that the presence of the
polyelectrolyte chain leads to deviation from ideal behavior (local electroneutrality).
The shape of the activity coefficient curves can be understood by the fact that local
electroneutrality is attained for very large densities also, where number of small ions
is large and almost uniformly distributed. Effect of R on these plots can be explained
by the fact that the extent of inhomogeneity in electrostatic potential increases with
an increase in R.
4.3.4 One-loop Fluctuation Corrections : Narrow Depletion Zone Ap-
proximation
The saddle point approximation used in computing free energy (Eq. ( 4.12))
is valid when the number densities of small molecules and monomers is high (i.e.
concentrated regime). In order to capture the role of fluctuations in the concentrated
regime, we have expanded the integrand of functional integrals over fields around
the saddle point solution up to quadratic terms in fields (Appendix E) so that the
functional integrals to be carried out are Gaussian (one-loop calculations). For low
concentrations (dilute and semi-dilute regimes), this treatment breaks down and other
techniques have to be employed.
Even at the one-loop level, it is very difficult to sum the infinite series, which
emerge as a result of Gaussian integrals . Moreover, these sums are plagued with
ultraviolet divergences, which have to be regularized. However, we have been able to
sum these series in the long chain limit (A^ —> oo) when kR —* oc and R —* oo,
where and ^ are Debye and Edwards' screening lengths, respectively. In the
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concentrated regime for a very long chain, the width of the depletion /.one near the
surface of the spliere is very small as comparetl to the radius of the si)her(> and we can
suppress the radial dei)endence of the densities (cf. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). Taking this
approximation and ignoring the correlation energy of thv charges along the l)ackl)one
of the chain (which is very snu\ll for a weakly charged pol\(>lectrolyte), ihv free (nu>rg\-
at one-kK)p le\el can be written a.s (Apj)endi-\ E)
- T^ + ^Ef:(^'-')f.,.(l.^).in(,.i!^!)l.,4.34)ksT A-bT [V "ki J \ Hi J.
where k'^ = ^TrlBT,c.+.-Zj"j/^-V' = " '2Xp.s)Nb/n and u^., is A"' zero of
the s])herical Bessel function of or(l(>r / (i.e. = 0). The infinite^ smn {)\'er k
can he computed (\\actl\'. However, the sum ()V(>r / diverges. 1 he (liv(Tgence can be
regularized In- introducing an upi)er cutoff M on / and identifying cut-off independent
part. The finite sum over / has been computed in Ref. [71]. The cut-ofi independent
part gives
ksT keT Utt 32tt ' ' 327r
+ i(K + r')/?. (4.35)
where S is the surface area of the sphere (= AnR'^). In the above expression, cubic
terms in h and represent the bulk contribution of fluctuations to the free energ>-
and other terms correspond to the finite size corrections, which arise as a result of
confintnuent
. Note that for R —> oc, these finite size contributions vanish and the
well-known screening result is obtained. Also, the finite size contributions are smaller
than the bulk contributions in the limit discussed here and hence, overall, fluctuations
lower the total free energy.
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Fluctuation corrections to the osmotic pressure and the mean activity coefficient
can be estimated in a straightforward way by using Eq. ( 4.35). It must be kept in
mind that Eq. ( 4.35) is strictly valid in the strong screening regime for an infinitely
long chain. In order for these conditions to be realized, spherical cavity has to be
very large to accommodate the long chain (because of incompressibility condition).
On the other hand, numerical solution of SCF equations for large spherical cavities
with a \'ery long chain becomes very expensive. So. in this study, we limit ourselves
to a qualitative discussion about the fluctuation corrections to osmotic pressure and
mean activity coefficient.
Qualitatively, the osmotic pressure is decreased due to fluctuations (because the
fluctuations at one loop level lower the free energy). It can be shown quite easily that
the leading corrections to the pressure profiles[3, 59] will be of the form — K'^/247r and
—^~^/2Ati. In the thermod}'namic limit of infinite volume for an infinitely long chain,
these expressions become exact. As the osmotic pressure must be positive, this analy-
sis sets the range of validity of the one-loop calculations [3] to be well above the overlap
concentration (in the concentrated regime). In fact, below those concentrations, per-
turbative treatment to capture the role of fluctuations fails and non-perturbative
methods to capture the role of higher order terms in the expansion of the integrand
have to be used (e.g. in dilute and semi-dilute regime) [3, 53].
The flnite size corrections to these laws (originating from the last three terms on
the right hand side in Eq. 4.35) are small but positive and overall, increase the range
of validity of the fluctuation analysis. Similar analysis can be carried out for the
mean-activity coefficient of the monovalent salt and the leading corrections coming
from fluctuations[59] are of the form exp {—kIb/2). Of course, the analysis is valid for
the low salt concentrations (Debye-Hiickel regime) because the size and the nature of
the short-range interactions of salt ions become important at higher concentrations.
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4.4 Conclusions &: Future Work
We have studied a weakly charged Hexil)le iKjlyeleetrolyte c hain under spheric al
ronfinement using SCFT. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3. \v(> hiwv demonstrated that SCFT
predicts creation of a diarge density \vav»> and a ])()tcMitial chHerence across thc> ccniter
of the sphere and tlic boundary.
We have also shown that for a given charge ciensit\- along the backl)onc>, frc>c> en-
erg>' of a flexible chain {F* — Fo) lias four ma jor c-ontributions - entropy of small ions,
entropy of solvent
.
eii(>rgy clii(> to polyiiiei-.sohciit interactions and conformational
entropy of thc> chain. Share of each c-ontribiitioii to thc> free energy depends on the
moiioiner density, degree of ionization and salt-concentration inside the sj)hcMc'. How-
ever, electrostatic intcM^action cMK^rgy i)lays a minor role in frc>e (>iicM-gy for the w(>akly
charged flexible polyelectrolyte. Our n^sults show that the free energy is not extensive
in the iiuiiiber of mononiers.
Osmotic pressure for the i)olyelectrolyte chain follows ideal gas law in the low
monomer density r(>giin(> and substantial deviations are seen as the monoiiuM' diMisitx-
is increased. Mean activity coefficient for the monovalent salt show a small, yet sys-
tematic deviation from unity, highlighting the role of the polyelectrolyte in breaking
the local electroneutrality condition seen in the absence of the polyelectrolyte.
One-loo]) fluctuation analysis (within the approximation of narrow dc>plc>tion zone)
reveals that fluctuations lower the free energy and the free energy has additional
contributions coniiiig from screening effects due to monomers as well as small-ions
Without any confinement, the fluctuations corrections at one-loop level[3] have been
shown to lower the free energy and the range of validity of the fluctuation analysis
is set by the condition that osmotic pressure must be positive. The concentrations
(ncr which the condition is satisfied, come out to be well-above the overlap concen-
tration in polymer solution theories. As the finite size corrections to the fluctuation
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contributions in the free energy are positive, so the range of vahdity of the fluctuation
analysis gets widened due to the confinement.
Finally, we comment on the assumptions used in arriving at the above conclusions:
(1) We have used the spherical symmetry of the system which is valid as long as coil
conformation of the chain is retained and a rod like conformation is avoided. Also,
we have used SCFT for a flexible polyelectrolyte chain, which means the chain must
not be stiffened due to charges on the backbone and large torsional barriers. These
criteria are realized in the presence of high salt, where electrostatic interactions get
screened and become short ranged.
(2) Saddle-point approximation breaks down in the extremely dilute limit for
monomers, solvent and small-ions. The approximation is strictly \'alid in the concen-
trated regime in the presence of enough salt and solvent. The necessity to have many
solvent molecules, sets upper limit to be away from extremely dense regime, where
myn i.
In this study, fluctuations in densities and fields about the mean field solution of
SCF equations have been treated perturbatively by expanding free energy functional
up to quadratic order about the saddle point. This fluctuation analysis breaks down
for low density regime, where higher order terms also contribute and need to be taken
into account using an appropriate non-perturbative treatment.
(3) Role of solvent is taken into account by taking the volume of a solvent molecule
as the same as that of a monomer. In reality, solvent size may be smaller than Kuhn
step length and incompressibility constraint is violated near the boundary. For the
present study, we have simply assumed that the effect of the depletion zone for solvent
on the system properties is negligible and can be ignored. All these limitations of
the current model can be removed by taking the solvent size to be different from the
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nK)ii<)mer[83] and using Pf,{r) + Pi,{i') ~ /H' )- ^vlicrc p{r) is a suital)i(> function, which
IS i\) awav from tlic boundary and falls from p^ to zero in a smooth fashion within
the depletion zone[83]. However, the choice of ()(r) and withh of depletion zone* is
arbitrary and depends on the nunuuics of the problem.
Similarly, small ions ha\-e l)een treated as i)()int charges, which nnglit not i)e a
bad approximation knowing th(^ fact that t>'])ical ion radii for monovahnit cations and
anions lie in the range ~ U.DG — 0.22 nni[84j.
(4) In princii)le. the degree of ionization (n) should also be computed by mini-
mization of fr(>e (>nergy[85] with respect to o. In order to simi)lif\- the numerical work,
W(> hav(^ taken the degree of ionization ((\) to be indepiMideut of In and avoided any
ion condensation effects.
(5) W hile splitting the free energy into energy and cnitropy. wv have assmned that
diel(H'tric constant (() of the solvent is insensitive to t(>niperature. However, the tem-
perature dependence of the diel(>ctric constant[74, 86] c-an be easily incorjxjrated in
our theory.
W'e have extended the work to develop a theory of genome packing[87] in s])herica!
viruses. when> th(> confining spherical cavity is decorated with flexible charged chains,
which bear charges of the sign opposite to that of the genome packed insid(> the viral
capsid. The focus of the study has been the spontaneous selection of the genome
length for a given viral capsid based on the field theoretical description of the system.
Effect of the amount of added salt on th(^ spontaneous selection of the genome length
is studied to make relation with the experiments.
Future directicms for the extensions of the current work include the study of a
single semi-flexible polyelectrolyte chain in spherical cavities, adsorption of a single
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polyelectrolyte chain as well as many chains on to a charged spherical surface, and
the study of polyelectrolytes at spherical dielectric interfaces.
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Figure 4.1. Effect of A' on monomer densities - comparison with the corresponding
neutral chains . In above plots, we have chosen R/b = 5 and = 100, N = 200 and
= 300 from bottom to top, respectively .
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Figure 4.2. Effect of cavity radius {R) on ion densities. In these plots, we have
chosen A'^ = 100, a = 0.1, = 0.7, Xps = 0-45 and number of salt ions is kept
fixed (in all these plots, number of salt ions is equivalent to salt concentration of
O.IM for a sphere of radius R/b = 5). Sohd, dashed and dash-dotted lines represent
p(r) = app{r), Pc{r) + p+{r) and P-(r), respectively.
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Figure 4.3. Effect of cavity radius (/?) on net charge density. Pe('') =
_
ZjPj{i ) + Zpapp{r). In these plots, we have chosen n = 0.1. Ip/b = 0.7, Xpg —
0.45 and number of salt ions is kept fixed (in all these plots, number of salt ions is
equivalent to salt cone of 0.1 A/ for sphere of radius R/b = 5). is increased in steps
of 50 starting from 50.
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Figure 4.4. Different contributions to the free energy within the saddle point approx-
imation for sahy systems. Here, we have chosen = 100. a = 0.1. = 0.7, Xps =
0.45, c, = 0.1 A/, R/b = 5.
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Figure 4.5. Effect of coiifiiienient on the free energy witliin the saddle point approx-
imation. Here, we have chosen a — 0.1. /b/6 = 0.7, Xps = 0-45 and number of salt
ions is kept fixed so that the number of salt ions i.s equivalent to salt concentration
of O.l.U for sphere of radius R/b = 5.
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Figure 4.6. Difference in free energy of the spherical cavity with and without poly-
electrolyte chain, AF* = F* — F{pp = 0}. All other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.8. Comparison between osmotic pressure for the confined polyelectrolyte
chain and the homogeneous phase (cf. Eq. ( 4.28)). Solid Unes correspond to the
inhomogeneous case and dashed lines represent the homogeneous system. Parameters
are the same as in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.9. Mean activity coefficients for monovalent salt as a function of monomer
density of the polyelectrolyte. For comparison jjurposes, parameters have been chosen
to be the same as in Fig. 4.5.
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CHAPTER 5
COUNTERION ADSORPTION ON FLEXIBLE
POLYELECTROLYTES: COMPARISON OF THEORIES
5.1 Introduction
Counterion adsorption in polyelectrolyte solutions is one of the fundamental prob-
lems in polyelectrolyte physics, which has been a topic of extensive research[81, 85.
88. 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97. 98. 99, 100, 101, 102, 103. 104, 105. 106. 107.
108, 109. 110. Ill, 112, 113] for decades. Historically [88, 89. 90, 91], the counte-
rion adsorption in polyelectrolyte solutions was described as an analog of ion-pairing
in simple electrolyte solutions, and deviations from the Debye-Hiickel limiting laws
in coUigative properties of polyelectrolyte solutions in dilute concentration regime
had been attributed to counterion adsorption. Ignoring interactions among different
chains in dilute solutions, modeling a polyelectrolyte chain by an infinite rod and
using bulk dielectric constant of the medium for describing electrostatic interactions,
counterion adsoprtion (or "Manning condensation") was predicted to be a result of
a singularity in the partition function arising due to a singular electrostatic poten-
tial near the rod. In particular, it was predicted that for monovalent monomers and
counterions if Ib/1 > 1, where Ib is Bjerrum length (= /A-K^QeksT , e being the elec-
tronic charge, eg being the dielectric constant of the vacuum, e being the dielectric
constant of the medium and ksT being the Boltzmann constant times temperature)
and / is the charge spacing on the backbone of the chain, then some of the counterions
from the solution adsorb on the chain until Ib/1 = 1. On the other hand, if Ib/1 < 1,
the Debye-Hiickel approximation (i.e., the linearization of Poisson-Boltzmann) can be
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used to dcsciilx' the elect rast at ics, and tliere is no adsorption. In other words, conntc^-
rion adscjrption was described as a kind of phase transition (such as the condcMisal ion
of vapors ) driven 1)V electrostatic energy only.
Over the years, simiilations[92. 93. 94. 95, 96. 97, 98. 99] and exp(MinuMits|Si. UK).
101. 102. 103. 104. 105] have providcHl a nsefnl insight into the connterion adsorjjtion
mechanism in iH)lyelectr()lyte solntions. Most importantly, it was revcviled that a
polyelectrolyte chain nexcr attain a perfect rod conformat ionj92]. t>\'en in salt-fr(M>
solutions wluM^e the rod conformation is usually exjx'cted. Also, it has been sliown
that the effect of ion-pairing[93. 103] on the backbone and dielectric constant[104]
has to be consicUu'ed in or(l(>r to treat a nvUistic polyc^lectrolyti" chain. Furt li(Mni()r(\
sinuilati()ns[94. 95] reveal that the comiterions n^tain their translational (l(^gr(>es of
freedom along the backbone of tlu^ chain after being adsorlxxl.
These insights obtained from the sinnilations and experiments have led to a nuni-
ber of theoretical descriptions[85. lOO. 107. 108. 109. 110, 111. 112, 113] of the conn-
terion adsorption in polyelectrolyte solntions (containing monovak^nt or nniltivalent
salts) over the last two decades. For an isolated, single polyelectrolyte chain, it wa.s
shown thai ther(> is no singularity in the partition fmiction when tlu^ polyelectrolyte
chain is modeled iis a flexil)le one[85]. An important prediction of the theory[85|
emphasized the role played by the dielectric mismatch between the local enviromnent
of the backbone and th(> bulk solution in driving coiuiterion adsorption, and that
had not be(>n iiighlighted earlier in the literature. In particular, it was shown that
counterion adsorption arises as an interplay of adsorption energy and translational
entropy of ions. Entropically, higher degree of ionization, an effect which is opposed
the lowering of electrostatic energy by the formation of ion pairs at the backbone
of the chain, is preferred. To carry out the calculations analytically, the Debye-Hiickel
potential was used to describe the electrostatic interactions between charged species,
and a novel variational method was used to express the chain conformational entrop>
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and excluded volume effects. Finally, the complete free energy of the system (con-
sisting of the chain, the counterions, and the solvent) was simultaneously minimized
in terms of the degree of counterion adsorption and the size of the polyelectrolj'te
chain to self-consistently obtain the equilibrium values of the respective variables.
The theory is in qualitative agreement with the known simulation results. Recently,
this single chain theory has been extended to describe the competitive counterion
adsorption[113] phenomenon in the presence of multivalent and monovalent counte-
rions. Despite the qualitative agreements to simulations and experiments (especially,
regarding the phenomena of charge reversal and reentrant transition), the approxi-
mations used in the theory have not rigorously been assessed so far.
In this work, we consider the counterion adsorption on a flexible polyelectrolyte
chain using the self-consistent field theory (SCFT). SCFT computes the free energy
of the system by summing over all possible conformations of the chain, and hence,
provides a more accurate description of the system (in fact, it pro^•ides the exact free
energy at the mean-field level) compared to the variational formalism. Also, as the
electrostatics in SCFT is treated at full, non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann level, we can
assess the validity of the Debye-Hiickel potential to describe the electrostatic energy
in the variational formalism. Although SCFT provides an accurate and clear picture,
it is computationally expensive to calculate the degree of ionization due to a vast
parameter space in the case of polyelectrolytes. On the other hand, the variational
theory put forward by Muthukumar[85] is transparent, analytically tractable (to some
extent), and very inexpensive in terms of the computational needs. Aim of this study
is to provide a simple, accurate, and easy-to-use method to compute the degree of
ionization and assess the approximations used in the variational formalism.
This chapter is organized as follows: the theoretical formalisms are presented in
Sec. 5.2; calculated results and conclusions are presented in Sec. 5.3 and 5.4,
respectively.
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5.2 Comparison of Theories : SCFT and Variational Formal-
ism
We consider a single fle>xihle polyelectrolyte chain of total \ Kului scf^nicnts.
each with length b. confined in a si)heri(al cavity of volume U = 4nR'^/'S. The
I)olyelectrolytt> chain is represented as a continuons cnr\'e of length \b. and an arc-
length \arial)le / is used to represent an>' segment along \\\v backbone so that /
€
[0, .'V6). Now, we assume that the chain (negatively charged) is surrounch^l by
monovalent connterions (positively charged) released by thr chain along with ions
of species l (= +. — ) coming from added salt so that the whole system is globally
elect roneutral. Let Z, hv the valency (with sign) of tlu^ charged species of type j.
and Us be the number of solvent molecules (satisfying the incompressibility constraint
after assuming the small ions to be i)ointlike) present in thv cavity. For simplicity,
we have taken the volume of a solvent molecule (r.s) to be equal to the volume of the
monomer (i.e.. r,s = b^). Subscripts p. s,c, + and — are used to represent monomer,
solvent
, counterion from polyelectrolyte, positive and negati\'e salt ions, respect ivel\-.
In order to study counterion adsorption, we use the so-called "two-state" model for
the connterions so that there are two populations of counterions in the system. One
population of the countcnions is free to enjoy the available volume (called the "free"
counterions) and the other population is "adsorbed" on the backbone. However,
the adsorbed counterions are allowed to enjoy translational degrees of freedom along
the backbone, maintaining a total charge of caNZp on the chain, where e is the
electronic charge and n is the degree of ionization of the chain (i.e.. there are —(1 —
a)NZp/Zc "adsorbed" counterions on the chain). In the hterature. this kind of charge
distribution has been referred to as a "permuted" charge distribution[12].
For a particular set of parameters, we compute the free energy of the system com-
prising of the single chain, its counterions. the salt ions, and the solvent as a function
of the degree of ionization (q). As mentioned before, we compute the free energy using
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two different computational frameworks: SCFT[9. 114] and the variational[50. 72. 85]
formalism. In both the formalisms, we ignore the electrostatic interactions between
solvent molecules and the small ions, and model the dielectric constant (e) of the
medium to be independent of temperature (7") to extract energy and entropy of the
system. Also, for comparison purposes, we divide the free energy into a mean field
part and an additional part, which goes beyond the mean field theory. Mean field
part is further divided into the contributions coming from the "adsorbed" counterions
(F*) and the "free" ions, and from the chain entropy etc.. {FJ). All contributions are
properly identified(or subdivided into) as the enthalpic or (and) entropic parts. In all
of what follows, the superscript represents the mean field part. A brief description
of the derivation for the two formalisms is presented in Appendix F. and the original
references [85, 114] may be consulted for details.
To start with, we note that the contributions coming from "adsorbed" counterions
are the same in both formalisms, and are given by
F: = Ea-TS,. (5.1)
Ea = -{l-a)NSlB/b, (5.2)
-TSa = iV[Qlna + (l-Q)ln(l-Q)], (5.3)
so that Ea is the electrostatic binding energy- of the ion-pairs formed on the polymer
backbone due to the adsorption of ions and Sa is the translational entrop>- of the
"adsorbed" counterions along the backbone. Parameter 6 = eb/eid. reflects the de-
viation of the dielectric constant at the local emironment of the chain (c;) from the
bulk value (e). and d represents the length of the dipole formed due to ion-pairing.
5.2.1 Self-Consistent Field Theory
Although F* is the same in both formaUsms, other contributions involving the
"free " ions, the chain entropy etc. (i.e., Fj) differ from each other significant 1>- in
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tcnns (jf (•()iiij)utati{)iial details. In SC'F^T, FJ is coiiiputcd altt-r solving for liclds
experienced different components in the svsteni. which arise as a resnlt of inter-
actions of a particular coniponeni with the others. I'or a single polx'elect rol\t e chain
in a spherical cavity, each charged co!ni)onent (monomers and small ions) experi(>nce
a diniensionless field t!' (in units of knT/( ). which is gi\-en by the solution of the
Poisson-I^olt /mann e(|uation
V?V'(r) = -AnlBPeir), (5.4)
where /?, (r) = Xlj=r + - + ^p^^Ppi^) '"^ the local charge density and (),i{r) is
the collecti\-e number density of species of type 0 — p, c, +,— . Colh^tive number
(lensiti(\s for small ions are given by the Boltzmann distribution with the i)r(>fact()r
determined by the constraint that tli(> nmnlx-r of small ions ar(> fixed in the system.
Explicitly,
j (/rexp[-Zj<,'(r)]
for j = c, +, — . In Eq. ( 5.4). Pp{r) is the niononuM- density, which is related to the
prol)ability of hading a particular monomer (described by the contour variable /) at
a particular location r, when the starting end of the chain can be anywhere in space
(say, f/(r, /)), by the relation
J„"rff7(r.>Mr.jV-/)
=
—
T^k^)—
Furthermore, it can be shown that g(r, t) satisfies the modified diffusion equation[l, 9]
dqir.t)
at
7,2
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g(r,/), /6(0,yV), (5.7)
Wp being the field experienced by monomers due to non-electrostatic interactions. At
the saddle point, it is given by
u^p{r) = Xpsb^Psir) + v{r), (5-8)
where Xps is the dimensionless Flory s chi parameter and ^^(r) is the Lagrange's mul-
tiplier to enforce the incompressibility constraint
Pp{r) + p,{r) = po (5.9)
at all points in the system. Here, po is the total number density i.e., po = {N+ns)/^ =
Finally, /?s(r) is the collectiye number density of solvent molecules given by the
Boltzmann distribution in terms of the field experienced by a soh'ent molecule (u's).
Within the saddle-point approximation, Ps and Wg are related by
n (r-\
n.5 exp[-w,(r)]
j drexp[-u's(r)J
Wsiy) = Xps&Vp(r) + ^(r). (5.11)
These equations also close the loop of self-consistent equations, and Eqs.( 5.4 - 5.11)
form the set of coupled non-linear equations that defines the system.
After solving these equations for fields (and in turn, for densities), the free energy
at the saddle point, F^, is divided into enthalpic contributions due to the excluded
volume and electrostatic interactions and into entropic contributions because of small
ions, solvent molecules and the polyelectrolyte chain. Denoting these contributions
by Ejjij, Eg, Si, Ss, and 5p, respectively, Fj is given by
F;-Fo = E^ + E,-T{S, + Ss + Sp), (5.12)
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wlicre Fq = ^ (A'^u'pp + n.,u'.ss) i« tl'*' .^('If-cncrgy coutrihution arising from th(> cx-
cliKlt'd voluiiic interactions characterized hv tlie exchuled volnnit> i)arani(>ters u',j
between species / and j. Explicit expressions for different constituents of FJ are
presented in Table in terms of densities and fields at the saddle i)oint. W ithin
the saddle-j)oint approximation, the total fn^e (>nergy (Fsr/- / ) <'f ^'k' system is giv(Mi
by Fscrr — + ^/ In ord(M' to compare the fn>e energies obtain<>(l from SCFT and
the variational formalism for a given .\ and a single Gaussian chain of contour
length Nb in the volume Q is chosen as th(> reference frame. \vli()S(> free energy is taken
to be zero. This reference free energy of confinement for a single Gaussian chain has
l)e(>n sul)tract(xl from the jjolvmer conformational (uitropy in Table 5.1. The free
energy of confining a single Gaussian chain witii .V Kuhn segments of l(>ngth h vach
in a spherical ca\ ity of radius H can be computed exactly and is given by [115]
gausstan -In r/rr/o(r. .V) = - In
G^^ 1
k=l
exp
A--V^.\7;-'
:5.i3)
5.2.2 Variational Formalism
In variational calculations[85], a single polyelectrolyte chain, whose monomers
interact with the excluded volume and the electrostatic interactions in the presence of
the small ions is approximated by an effective Gau.ssian chain, whose conformational
statistics are dependent on the different kinds of interactions in the system. To
compute the equilibrium free energy, its variational ansatz is minimized with respect
to the variational parameter 61, which is related to the radius of gyraticm {Rg) of
the chain by = Nbb\/Q. Physically, this corresponds to the minimization of the
free energy of the single chain system with respect to the size of \hv chain. For
the computations of the equilibrium degree of ionization, an additional minimization
of the free energy with respect to the degree of ionization has to be carried out
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Term SCFT Variational Formalism
hly. — 1 Os Xpsl j drpp{r)p,{r)
+Po J drr]{r) + J dr p,(r) {In [p,{r)] - 1}
4 / 3 \3/2 r>, \ /T? /i:3/2
3(2^) {l-2xps)VN/b^
+XpsNb^ - ^
i/drV^(r)pe(r) 2y/la%N''/-'eo{a)/bY'
rp Q
l^j^c.+,- J «rpj(r) {In [pj{r}\ - 1|
ifN + n^)lu{fN + n+)/Q
+ 77 _ In 77
_/17
-(/iV + /7.+ + n_)
-TS„
-ln[/6?rg(r.A0//rfr9o(r,A')]
~Or\ ( dvniv) — f dv Zr^c^'ib(T)o^(v)
-/(/ru;p(r)pp(r)
Table 5.1. Comparison of contributions to Fr in SCFT and variational formalism.
However, due to the intricate coupling between the size of the chain and the degree
of ionization, the minimizations have to be carried out self-consistently.
The variational ansatz of the total free energ}- (Fyanationai) is given by Franationai =
F* + FJ + AF, where AF involves one-loop fluctuation corrections, addressing the
density fluctuations of the small ions, to the free energy. As mentioned before, the
free energy of the ad.sorbed counterions (i.e., F* ) is the same in both SCFT and
the variational formalisms (cf. Eq. ( 5.1)). The Fj part of the free energy [85] is
tabulated in Table 5.1. The function 0o(a) in Table 5.1 is a cross-over function
given by[50, 85]
®o(a) = ^(-i,--i^)exp(a)erfc(^) + l + ^-^-^,(5.14)
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where a = K^Nbb\/(i, and sb is the diinensionless iincrsc Debye hnigth. Fm t lu'niu)i(\
fej = b\/bjp — Ib/^> The iiumlx'i of salt ions (/j^., 7j_) ai(> rclatcul to the sah con-
centration (Cs) by the relation Z+n+ — — Z_//_ = 0.6023c,12. where c, is in units of
moles per hter (molarity). Also, all the terms in tlu> free energies ar(^ in units of A/jT.
In this work, we have ignored one-loop corrections to the fr(v energy within SCFT.
However, one-loop corrections to \\\v fr(v energy coming trom the density fluctuations
of the small ions, within the variational formalism, is given by
AF = (5.15)
where s' = iitlBiaN + n+ -I- n_)/n and k is the inverse Debye length.
5.2.3 Numerical Techniques
We solve SCFT Eqs. [( 5.4) - ( 5.11)] within si)lierical synnnetry (i.e. r —> r = |r|).
using the Dirichlet boundary conditions for (/(/•. /) and all the fields except //(/'). Also,
due to the use of spherical synnnetry in these calculations, we use
dt{r)
.
dqjr.t)
. f 11 /— r=o = — r=o= 0 for all /. (5.16)
or or
Starting from an initial guess for fields, new fields and densities are comi)uted aftci
solving the modified diffusion and Poisson-Boltzmann equation by finite differenc(
methods[75]. Broyden's method[75] has been used to solve the set of non-linear equa
tions. The equilibrium value of the degree of ionization (a*) is obtained after mini
mizing the free energy with respect to a. We carry out the numerical minimization
of free energy over a using Brent's meth()d[75]. The results presented in this chapt(M
were obtained by using a grid spacing of A/ =0.1 and contour steps of A/ = 0.01.
On the other hand, the self-consistent minimization of the free energy in thi
variational method has been carried out by assuming a uniform expansion of tin
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chain within spherical symmetry. In this formaUsm. the free energy is minimized
simultaneously with respect to q and 61, and both these cjuantities at equilibrium
(a*, 61) are computed self-consistently. The radius of gyration of the chain (which
is confined to a finite volume. Q = 47ri?'^/3) is obtained from the equilibrium value
of the expansion factor b\. For these calculations, the upper bound for the radius
of gyration of the chain is specified to be the radius of the confining volume (i.e.
Rg ^ -R) to mimic the confinement effects. Also, the Kuhn step length b is taken to
be unity in both variational as well as SCFT calculations.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Degree of Ionization
We have carried out an exhaustive comparison between the SCFT and variational
formalisms by calculating the equilibrium degree of ionization (q*) of a negatively
charged single flexible polyelectrolyte chain (i.e. Zp = —l.Zc = 1) in the presence
of a monovalent salt in both cases. For all sets of parameters, the q* obtained
by the minimization of SCFT free energies is indistinguishable from that obtained
using variational free energies without one-loop corrections (i.e.. F^-anationat — AF).
To demonstrate this, we have plotted q* as a function of Is/b for different spherical
volumes (i.e.. different R) in Fig. 5.1. This clearly supports the vahdity of variational
theory to predict the degree of ionization of the polyelectrolyte chain in an efficient
way. Taking into account its computational ease and transparency, the comparison
shows that the theory is a better candidate for the computation of a*.
However, inclusion of one-loop corrections to the free energy because of the den-
sity fluctuations of the small ions within the variational formalism (i.e., considering
Fvariationai) , Icads to de\-iations from the observed agreement at the mean field le\-el.
In Fig. 5.2, we have plotted a* as obtained from SCFT (without one-loop corrections)
and the variational theory with one-loop corrections due to the small ions. It is to
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be noted that the degree of ionization is essentially zero in SCFT for experinientall>'
I
relevant values of (around 3) for acjueous solutions, whereas a* is reasonabh^ in ^
the variational theory- The increase in o* with the inclusion of AF can ])c understood
by the fact that th(> density fluctuations of tlu^ small ions lower the free energy, and
its contribution to the total free energy increases with the increase in the number of
"free" ions (goes like —n'^^^ in salt-free case, where n is the numl)(>r of "free" ions
- cf. Eq. ( 5.15)). Also, term-by-term comparison of the free energy components
reveals that the discrepancy arises solely due to the term accounting for the density
fluctuations of the small ions. This disagreement highlights the fact that the effect
of d(nisit>- fluctuations of tlu^ small ions is not included in SCFT within the saddle
point approximation.
5.3.2 Term-by-term Comparison of Free Energy: SCFT and Variational
Formalism
To assess the approximations used in the variational theory and to find out
th(^ origin of the remarkable agreement in terms of o* obtained from SCFT and
variational tluxir^' (without one-loop corrections, in order to make a fair compar-
ison with SCFT). we have compared individual contributions to the free energies
in these two formalisms. In Fig. 5.3, we have plotted these free energies for
Zp =
-Zc = -l.R/b = 10.7V = 100,c, = O.IMJ = 3 and \p, = 0.45. It is
clear that the total free energies obtained from SCFT and the variational theory are
in (juantitative agreement with each other.
In Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. we have compared different constituents of the free energies
obtained from SCFT and the variational formalism for low monomer densities. It is
evident that both the theories predict that the major contributions to the free energy
are due to the ion-pair energy(Fig. 5.4a). the "adsorbed'" counterion translational
entropy (Fig. 5.4b), the polymer-solvent interaction energy and the solvent entropy
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(Fig. 5.4c); and the "free" ions translational entropy (Fig. 5.4d). Contributions due
to tlie chain conformational entropy (Fig. 5.5a) and electrostatic energy (Fig. 5.5b)
are almost negligible (less than 0.1% in the total free energy) as compared to others.
For low monomer densities, the dominant contributions to the total free energies
come from the polymer-solvent interaction energy and the solvent entropy. For the
particular single chain dilute system investigated here, these contributions account
for more than 50% of the total free energy. Although large, these contributions are
found to be almost insensitive to a (note the scale in (Fig. 5.4c)). In fact, these
contributions have been shown to depend on the monomer density and solvent quality
in a sensitive way [114]. The a dependent terms, which contribute significantly to the
total free energy are the ion-pair energy and the "free" ions translational entropy. At
lower electrostatic interaction strengths (i.e., low /b/6), the translational entropy of
the ""free" ions dominates and at higher electrostatic strengths, the ion-pair energy
term contributes significantly to the free energy. Together, these two contributions
account for as high as 99% of the / dependent part in the total free energy (cf. Figs.
5.3, 5.4a and 5.4d). Relatively very small contributions (~ 1%) to the free energies
come from the translational entropy of the "adsorbed'" ions.
An excellent agreement for the total free energies and their components obtained
from SCFT and the variational theory allows us to infer the role of different terms in
driving counterion adsorption by studying the behavior of each term in the variational
theory as a function of a and h\ in Eqs. 5.2, 5.3 and Table 5.1. From Eq. 5.2. it is
clear that the ion-pair energy (negative contribution to the free energy) favors coun-
terion adsorption with a linear dependence on q. On the other hand, the counterion
adsorption is opposed by the translational entropy of the "free" ions (see the expres-
sion for -TSj in Table 5.1). Similarly, the translational entropy of the "adsorbed"
counterions drives the adsorption toward a* = 0.5 to optimize this part of the entropy
(cf. Eq. 5.3). Physically, it can be understood from the fact that the complete ad-
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sorption or desorption of the counterions leads to the lowering of translational entropy
of the "adsorbed" counterions due to the una\ailahiHty of sites or "adsorhed" coun-
terions. respectively. Hole of other contributions, i.e. tlic polNuicr-solvcnt interaction
energies and the solvent entropy (i.e.. £"„. — TSg). tiie electrostatic (>nerg>' involving
the "free" ions and the monomers (Ef) and the conformational (Mitroi)y of th(> diain
{—TSp) is uuuuscule in driving tiic countiMion adsorption in a ])articular direction.
However, these three contributions dictate the effective size of tlic chain (through 61)
at the equilibrium (note the non-nionotonic dependence of these t(>ruis on b\). The
quantitative agreement between the first three contributions to the free energy in
two formalisms explains the obs(>rved agreement in the r(^sults ol)taine(i for o*. We
mu.st stress here that in the variational theory. b\ and a are independent parameters,
and b] and o* arc intricately coupled through the electrostatic energy term. Eg. This
coupling is very weak in the good solvent conditions investigated here, which may not
be the ca.se in poor solvent conditions where bi/b may be less than unity. Although a
neghgible effect on a. Ef drives the system toward a* = 0. i.e.. complete adsorption
of counterions on the chain, which may not be an equihbrium state.
Although Ef is a negligible contribution to the total free energy (less than 0.1%).
the comparison reveals that the Debye-Hiickel estimate for the electrostatic energy
{Ee) used in the variational formalism is an overestimation (as large as five times the
full, non-linear Poi.sson-Boltzmaun at low Is/b). In other words, the Debye-Hiickel
approximation underestimates the degree of screening, which is in agreement with
other theoretical [107] and sinmlation results[116]. Note that the electrostatic energ>-
in Fig. 5.5b includes all the charged species in the system except the ion-pairs
formed on the chain by the adsorbing counterions. Nevertheless, contributions due to
the electrostatic energy to total free energy are almost negligible and hence, do not
aflFect Q* significantly.
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This term-by-term comparison of the free energy components explains the origin
of quantitative agreement in q*. We have also carried out the same comparison
at higher monomer densities. It is found that an additional discrepancy arises due
to the polymer-soh'ent interaction energy and the solvent entropy (see Fig. 5.6).
The origin of this discrepancy hes in the expansion of the (1 - Pp) log(l - Pp) term,
which is carried up to only terms quadratic in polymer density in the variational
calculations (Appendix F). The higher order terms in the expansion are ignored
in the variational calculations to carry out the analysis analytically, which limits the
applicability of the variational theory to sufficienth' low monomer concentrations. The
discrepancy clearly highlights the breakdown of this procedure at high densities and
questions the use of an effective excluded volume parameter in variational calculations.
However, we have not made an attempt to compute the boundary of the disagreement
between the theories because a* is insensitive to this discrepancy. Also, the variational
formalism predicts the polymer-solvent interaction energy and the solvent entropy
to be completely independent of electrostatic interaction strength in the high
density regime, in contrast to SCFT predictions of a weak dependence on Is/h (see
Fig. 5.6). This is a result of the constraint Rg < R used in variational calculations
for mimicking the confinement effects and shows the inability of the constraint to
capture the confinement effects in an appropriate fashion.
5.4 Conclusions &i Future Work
In summary, we have computed the effective charge of a single flexible polyelec-
trolyte chain using SCFT and compared it with the results obtained from a variational
theory. It is found that for all sets of parameters, the effective degree of ionization
(a*) computed from SCFT and the variational theory is in quantitative agreement if
one-loop fluctuation corrections are ignored in the latter. The origin of this agreement
lies in the fact that a* is determined as an interplay of the ion-pair energy and the
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translational entropy (jf t lie "adsorbi'd" cDUiitcrions ciis wrll ius ot all "free" ions. Thv
conforrnational entropy of tlie ciiain. the electrostatic energy involving tlu^ "hw" ions
and the chain, the polymer-solvent interaction (>nergy and thesoixcnt entrop\ do not
play significant roles in affecting a*.
The comparison of different components in free energy rexcals that the Deb^'e-
Hiick(^l aj^i^roxiniation underestimates screening effects as compaKul to the Poisson-
Boltzmann theory. Despite the fact that there are small discrepancies in 1 h(> total
free energ>'. the eifectixc degree of ionization ((\*) comes out to he the same in SCFT
and the variational theory. This clearly supi)orts the \ariational calculations to l)e a
very useful tool for a quick, easy and transpanMit estimation of o*. Density fluctua-
tions ot the "frtH"" ions arc predicted to increase the (Hiuilihrium d(>gree of ionization
in order to enhance the screening. As this latter effect is not captured by SCFT
calculations within the saddle-i)oint approximation, the variational theory is a better"
computational tool for com]^utiug the effectiv(^ charge of a polyelectrolyte chain.
A similar comparison can be carried out for a single polyelectrolyte chain in a poor
solv(>nt by taking threo Ixxly interactions into account. .Another possible direction of
future research is the study of competitive counterion adsorption in the presence of
comiterions of mixed valencies using self-consistent field theory.
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of a* computed using SCFT and the variational formalism
(without one-loop corrections) for different values of R and Ib/^- — —Zc =
-1,N = 100, Cs = 0.1 A/, Xps = 0.45 and 6 = 3.
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iBib
Figure 5.2. Comparison of SCFT and the variational formalism (with one-loop
correc tions) to illustrate the effect of correlations among small ions on the effective
degree of ionization (a*). Here, we have chosen Zp = — Zc = —l,R/b = 10. N =
100, Cs = O.IM, Xps = 0.45 and S = 3. Plot for SCFT is the same as in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of total free energies (at equilibrium, i.e., for q = q*)
obtained from SCFT and the variational calculations (without one-loop corrections).
Zp =
-Zc = -1, R/h = 10, A' = 100, Cs = 0.1i\/, Xps = 0.45 and 6 = 3.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of major contributions to the free energies (presented in
Fig. 5.3) obtained from SCFT and the variational formahsni. (a) Ion-pair energy
contributions (Ea). (b) translational entropy of the "adsorbed"" counterions {—TSa)-
(c) polymer-solvent interaction energy and solvent entropy(£'„, — and (d) trans-
lational entropy of the "'free'" ions (— T5,).
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(b)
Figure 5.5. Comparison of minor contributions to the free energies (presented in
Fig. 5.3). (a) Conformational entropy of the chain {—TSp) and (b) electrostatic
energy [Ee).
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Figure 5.6. A discrepancy in the polymer-solvent interaction energy and solvent
(Mitropy contribntions arise at high monomer densities. Here, we have plotted these
contributions from SCFT and the variational formalism for —
—Zf = — 1, R/h =
4, N = 100, c, = O.LU. \ps = 0.45 and 5 = 3.
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CHAPTER 6
ORIGIN OF TRANSLOCATION BARRIERS IN
CHARGED SYSTEMS
6.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of translocation [61, 62. 63, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124] of single polyelectrolyte molecules through narrow pores is ubiquitous in many
biological processes[117, 118] and technology [61, 62. 119. 120, 121]. Both natural[61.
62, 119. 120] and s>'nthetic[122] polyelectrolytes have been driven from one side of the
pore to the other by an external force. The driving force is usually [61, 62. 63, 119,
120, 122] due to either an externally applied electric field or an osmotic imbalance
(confinement-driven translocation [66. 67]). Independent of the nature of the driving
force, the single-file translocation is envisioned as a two step process[121]. In the
first step, one end of the chain arrives at the pore entrance and. in the second step,
the chain is threaded through the pore from one side to the other. It has been
imagined that both steps are associated with entropic barriers, with the first barrier
associated with the loss of translational entropy of chain ends and the second barrier
with reduction in conformational entropy of the chain.
The validity of the above conjecture for the experimentally relevant polyelec-
trolytes is not known. In fact, it is known[114] that the conformational entropy
of a confined polyelectrolyte is only a weak contributor to the free energy where
translational entropy of small ions and molecules (counterions, colons, and solvent)
is dominant. Reorganization of counterion clouds around deforming polyelectrolyte
chains can also contribute significantly to the free energy. Furthermore, the intrachain
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dettrostatic repulsion tan stitti'u tlii' polyiiicr ("nal)liiig an ciusicr atross to the poiv
ontrance. It is of fundauKMital interest to assess the Relative inaj;nitndes of various
contributing factors to the fn>e energy barrier associated witli the translocation of a
flexible polyelectrolyte molecule.
In this study. \v(> focus on the Hrst step in confinement driven translocation in-
volving single flexible polv<>lectrolyte chain and proxide a (piantitative description of
the hee energy barriers for the chain end to find a specified location on th(> surface of
a spherical ca\ ity. By adopting the self-consistent-field th(H)ry (SCFT) for a Hexibh^
polyelectrolyte chain and combining with the Poi.sson-Bolt/.niann prescri|)tion for th(>
(^I(>ctrolyte ions and counterions. we ha\'(^ computed the various (Miergetic and entropic
contributions to the free energy barrier. Since the localization of one chain end at
a specific location on the surface of the cavity breaks tlu^ radial symmetry, we have
solved the self-consistent coupled nonlinear differential equations in two dimensions"
with azinnithal synnnetrv. The translocation barrier for the hrst step is estimated i)y
th(> free energy difference between "end-fixed" (one end fixed near the pore) and "fre(>
ends" (confined chain, which is free to move inside the c avity) equilibrimu states of the
chain. Using this approach, the free energy barriers for a Gaussian chain[69. 125] can
be computed exactly and are piu'ely entropic in natiu'c due to lower degrees of confor-
mational freedom in "end-fixed" state as compared with "free ends" and the absence
of interactions. However, similar calculations for the excluded volume chain[68] have
been carried out with in spherical symmetry and in the absence of solvent. For the
case of polyelectrolyte translocation, these barriers are still unknown and the focus
of this study.
6.2 Theory
We consider a single flexible polyelectrolyte chain of N Kuhn segments, each with
length b in a spherical cavity of radius R filled with ric monovalent counterions (pos-
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itively charged) released by the chain in addition to n~, ions of species 7 (= +, —
)
coming from added salt so that the whole system is globally electroneutral. More-
over, we assume that there are solvent molecules (satisfying the incompressibility
constraint after assuming the small ions to be pointlike) present in the cavity and for
simplicity, each solvent molecule occupies a volume [vg] same as that of the monomer
(i.e. Vg = b^)- The polyelectrolyte chain is represented as a continuous curve of length
Nb and an arc length variable t is used to represent any segment along the backbone.
Subscripts p, s, c, + and — are used to represent monomer, solvent , counterion from
polyelectrolyte, positive and negative salt ions, respectively. The valency (with sign)
of the charged species of type j is represented by Zj and degree of ionization of the
chain is taken to be q. Also, we consider smeared charge distribution so that each of
the segments carries a charge eaZp, where e is the electronic charge.
We use self-consistent field theory (SCFT) to compute the free energy of sin-
gle flexible polyelectrolyte [11 4] in "free ends'" and "end-fixed" states. Ignoring the
electrostatic interactions between solvent molecules and small ions and: taking di-
electric constant (e) of the medium to be independent of temperature (T). the free
energy (within saddle-point approximation) can be divided into enthalpic part due
to excluded volume, electrostatic interactions and; entropic part due to small ions,
solvent molecules and the polyelectrolyte chain. Denoting these contributions by
Ejju, Eg, Si, Sg and Sp, respectively, the free energy can be written as
F*-Fo = E^ + Ee-T{S, + Ss + Sp), (6.1)
where Fq = ^ {Nwpp + nsWss) is the self-energy contribution arising from excluded
volume interactions, u^j represents the strength of these interactions between species
i and j. Superscript * denotes that the saddle point approximation has been used to
compute the free energy. Explicit expressions for different contributions are given by
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Ew = Xps^y^ j f/r/>p(r)p.s(r) f />„ J </r//(r). (6.2)
E, = \ j (/ri''(r)/),(r), (6.3)
-TS, = Y. /'/rp,(r){ln[p,(r))-l}, (6.4)
-r.S, = y" rfr />,(r) {In ^^(r)] - 1} . (6.5)
-TSp = -Ing^-^Jr [{Z;,m''(r) + «v(r)}/v(r)+poA/(r)]. (6.6)
In tliese equations, P/}(r) and «'.i(r) aro respectively the macroscopic ninnhcr d(>nsit\-
and the field experienced by species of type i3, due to excluded volunu^ interactions.
All charged species experience electrostatic potential represcnttxl bv i''(r) above, whic h
is related to the local charge d(>usity Pt[T) - ^j^^.^. _ ZjPj{t) + Zf,app(r) \)y Poisson s
equation. Vr'-'(''') — ~-^^^fiA (r)- Note that (.'(r) in these equations is diniensionless
(in units of ksT/e) and /g is the Bjerruui length (h^fined as Is = /AncQfkBT. (q is
the perniitti\"it\' of the vacuum, and ( is thv uniform dielectric constant of the system.
Moreover. \p.s is the diniensionless Flory's chi parameter and po = {\ -\- = 1/6^
Also, riir) is the Lagrange's umltii)lier iutroduc(>d to enforce the incompressibility
constraint.
At the saddle point, the macroscopic densities for the small molecules are related
to the corresponding fields by the Boltzmann law, so that
n,,exp -u', r)
J rfrexp[-u',(r)]
PAr) =
"r^'^ff'i for J = <.+,-. (6.8)j (/rexp[-ZjV'(r)]
The fields and densities are related to eaich other by the saddle point equations, given
by
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(6.9)
u's{r) = Xpsb^Ppir) + T]{r). (6.10)
For the "free ends"' state, the monomer density is dependent on the field by the
relation
^''''"*'
=
fdrq(r.N)
and for the "'end-fixed'" state, the relation becomes
, , a, ,
J„''rf(G(r.r..>.0)<f(r..V-0
Superscript / and a depicts the free and anchored nature of the single chain. These
monomer densities are related to the solvent density by incompressibility constraint.
pp{r)+ps{r) = po.
The function q{r. t) is the probability of finding segment t at location r. when
starting end of the chain can be anywhere inside the spherical cavity and satisfies the
modified diffusion equation
dq{rJ)
dt
2
- sji - {ZpaiP{r) + Wp{r)} q{v.t), (6.13)
along with the initial condition g(r. 0) = 1. Similar to q(rj), the Green's function,
G(r, Fa, t, 0), is the probability of finding segment t at location r, when starting end of
the chain is at Fg. It also satisfies Eq. ( 6.13) but with initial condition G{r. r^. 0, 0) =
6{r — Fa), where S represents the three dimensional delta function. The partition
function of the chain (Qp) can be written in terms of these functions. Specifically, for
the "free ends" state, it is given by Qp = Qp = / drq{r, N) and for the "end-fixed"
state, the partition function becomes Qp = Qp = J drG{T, Fa, N. 0).
We include the effect of confinement by solving Eqs. ( 6.7 - 6.13) along with the
Poisson's equation using Dirichlet boundary conditions for ^'^(f), i/'(F). q{r.t) and
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(/{r, Fa, /. 0). For tlie results presented in this letter, we have lixed onv end ot the
chain for "end-fixed" state at !•« - {{R - 0.5)/). 7r/2.0] in spherical co-ordinates .
6.3 Results
We have solved the above non-linear set of ecinations in two dimensions using
spherical i)olar co-ordinates {r.O = n/'I.o) so that /•
€ [0. li\ and o G |(). 27r]. Instead
of solving these equations in real or Fourier sj)ace. we us(> split-st(>i) pseu(lo-sp(>ct ral
nietliod[126] employing fast FouritM' transform (FFT) and sin(> transform, which allows
a faster and accurate computation of t \iv densities and free energies. It is con\'eni(>nt to
solve for /(r. /) = rf/(r. /) ratlier than solving for f/(r. /) directly. In spherical polar co-
ordinates, solution of E(i. ( 4.8) is ohtaincxl after exi)an(ling f{r.t) = X]'=o /'('"
0^'''''^
and u.sing Vr = 72 |:(''^|:) + £2 Writing Eq. ( 6.13) in terms of /(r./) and using
Baker- Hausdroff fornmla[r26], the solution is given by the propagation relation
f{rJ + dt) exp [—dtw{T)/2] exp
/;-' 1
'
,
1 c)^
dt -—
-
12 r ^ 04)^
exp <ii—
^
6 di'^
exp dt
12/-2(}02
exp[-r//(r(r)/2]/(r.O, (6.14)
where w{r) = Zpatp{r) + Wp{r). Also, tlu> multiplication by r leads to f{0,dJ) — 0 for
all t's so that numerical problems at r = 0. due to division by 0 in the Laplacian are
avoided. Another major advantage of the transformation is that now, the equations
are to be solved with j^eriodic boundary conditions. So. FFT and sine transform
can be used to implement the exponential of operators. Exjioncnitial of 0 dependent
operator on the right hand side of Eq. ( 6.14) is appUed in Fourier space after taking
one forward and one backward FFT. r dependent operator is applied after taking
forward sine transform defined as
K
(6.15)
fc=i
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and the corresponding inverse sine transform, so that boundary conditions for / are
always satisfied during the computations. In total, each time step requires two FFTs
with respect to (i) and one sine transform with respect to r in each direction (forward
and backward). The same technique has been used for solving G(r.ra.^O).
To solve Poisson's equation,Vr^(r) = —47rlBPe(r), we use a similar strategy. We
solve for /?(r) = 7'(/'(r), so that Poisson's equation becomes
52 1
/7(r) =
-47r/Brpe(r). (6.16)
Now, expanding h{r) — X]f=o the equation for components hi becomes
-2 hiir) = -47r/BFFT4rpe(r)] . (6.17)
Here, the subscript 0 means. FFT is to be taken with respect to 6. These sets of
equations can be readily solved for the real and imaginary parts of /?/(?') due to the
tridiagonal nature of the finite difference equation set obtained with the constraints
hi{0) = hi{R) = 0. Now, taking backward FFT with respect to 0, h{r) is obtained.
Starting from an initial guess for fields, Wp{r), Ws{r) and i/'(r). new fields and
densities are computed using the method described above. Simple mixing[126] is used
to obtain the new guess and the iterative process is continued until the difference in
newly computed and the guessed fields is of the order of 10~^. Using the converged
solution for the fields and densities, free energies for the "free ends" (i.e. F* = Fj) and
"end-fixed" (F* = Fa) state are computed. The results presented here were obtained
by using L = 32, A" = 32 and dt = OA after optimizing the numerical algorithm for
speed and accuracy.
After solving these equations, typical monomer and electrostatic potential distri-
bution for the "free-ends" and "end-fixed" state are obtained as shown in Fig. 6.1.
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It is ch'ar that the electrostatic i)()tential gets iiuxhilated witli the inonoiiier distri-
bution as one end of the ciiain is hxed near the boundary {compare Fig. (i.lb and
6. Id). In other words, distributions of counterions and coions get changed (hie to the
change in monomer distribution (cf. Eq. 4.6). In Fig. ().2. we have plotted the
free energy ditt'erenc(> (or barriers) Ix'tweini "end-hxed " and tre(> ends'" stat(> for
different \alues of .\' and H For couii)arison purposes, the barriers for th(^ chains
when electrostatics is switched off (i.e. self-avoiding walk chain). ar(> also plott(xl. It
is clear that the free energy barriers for jiolyelectrolytes are almost identical to those
for the corresponding self-avoiding walk chain at higlu>r monomer densities and they
differ only by a small amount in lowi^r density n^ginie.
In ord(M- to id(Mitify the origin of tlu^se barri(>rs for polyekx'trolytes, we have plotted
different energetic and entropic constituents of the barriers for ()n(^ i)articular set of
parameters in Fig. G.3. It is found that the dominant contribution to the barriers
comes from the difference in conformational entr()i)y of the chain in the "free ends"
and "end-fixed" states. Difference in sohcnt entropy and (nungy (hie to excluded
volunu^ iiit(Mactions between different constittients plays a role, although meager,
only when chain length is small and solvent is the major component in the system.
Contributions due to the difference in entropy of small ions and electrostatic energy
are negligible in comparison with otlun- contributions. These results indeed support
th(^ entr()i)ic nature of the free energy barriers. Furthermore, these results are quite
robust (within 1 — 'IkBT) for a vast range of parameters involving a, Xps and Cg.
6.4 Conclusions &; Future Work
In summary, we find the remarkable result that even though the conformational
entropy of a flexible polyelectrolyte chain is a minor contributor to the chain free
energy, the free energy barrier is essentially entirely due to the change in the confor-
mational entropy of the chain, for experimentally relevant highly confined systems.
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Even more remarkably, the free energy barrier for a flexible polyelectrohle is not
significantly different from that for an uncharged self-avoiding chain. This result
thus enables the implementation of the various known results for the translocation
of neutral polymer chains without embarking further on the more demanding simu-
lations of polyelectrolyte translocation with long range forces. Furthermore, it is to
be noted that the entropically driven free energy barrier for placing one chain end at
the pore entrance is about 9 — lOA-fiT, which is within the access of energy released
in one event of ATP hydrolysis[117]. Studying the effect of external forces such as
applied electric field on the free energy barriers are some of the directions for future
work, where the system may be far from equilibrium and hydrodynamics, entangle-
ments play an important role. Extending these computations to include the effect of
sequence heterogeneity on translocation barriers may be the focus of future work.
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Figure 6.1. Two dimensional monomer and electrostatic potential distribution for
the single flexible polyelectrolyte chain in "free-ends" [(o) and (6), respectively ] and
"end-fixed" state [(c) and ((/), respectively]. In these plots, Is/b = 3. a = 0.1,
^
0.1 A/, N = 50, R/b = 4 and Xps — 0A5. For plots (c) and (d), one end is anchored at
[x,y] = [(/?- 0.5)6.0].
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Figure 6.2. Free energy barriers for the chain end to find the hole on the surface of
neutral spherical cavity - effect of R/b and A^. In these plots, Is/b = 3, a = 0.1, Cg =
0.1M and Xps = 0.45
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APPENDIX A
FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVES
Here, we present the details of the functional derivatives that need to be carried
out as described in section ( 2.4) in Chapter 2. One very useful functional derivative
rule is used extensiA^ely in these calculations according to which, for any arbitrary
functional ^(r)
<59(r')
Using Eq. ( A.I), functional derivatives of the functional / given in Eq. ( 2.35)
with respect to all of the collective variables except u'^(r) and L'{r) can be evaluated
trivially. So, in this Appendix, we present how to evaluate and
Carrying out functional derivative of / with respect to u'm(r) gives
Sf{wm{r)}
.
,
SlnQp
QpdWm[r')
Note here that Qp is the partition function of a single chain whose ends can be
anywhere in space. In order to evaluate the functional derivative of Qp, we use some
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properties of the partition fuiu tion of a single chain with its two ends fijrrd in space
(say. C). Let's first relate these two cpiantities by rewriting Q,, as
J (Ir j (It"C(r.0.r".N6) (A.3)
so that
C7(r, 0. r", A^6) = ^ D[R] exp [-// {R(0}] [r - R(OP [r" - R(iV6)] ,(A.4)
where
H =
2b (^^) ^lY.j'^^ [eZmOc^xl^mt)) + w„mt))] (A.5)
hi Ecj. ( A. 4). C/'(r. 0. r". is the partition fnnction for a single chain with on(^
(Mui at r = R(()) and the other end at r" = R(A7>), whose niononun's experience
fields ieZmOcxl}{^{t)) + /U'„,(R(<)). Physically, partition hniction of the chain, whose
(Mids can be anywhere in space can l)e ol)tained after integrating ov(>r all tlu^ possible
positions of ends (cf. Eq. ( A.3)). The fnnction G can be shown to have ])roperties[7.
9]
G'(r.0.r".A'6) = J dT'G{r.O,r' .t)G{r' .t,r'\ Nb)
(A.6)
Using this property of G
<5w'm(r')
=
J
dr
I
dr
„SG{r.0.r".Nb)
ij'l^l ^/r" J dtG{r.{).r'.f)G{r'.i.r".Nb)
^ I
dt j drG{r,0.r'.t) J dr"G{r'J,t" . NV6)
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=^ij dt q{r'j)q*{T\Nb-t) (A.7)
where q{r'. t) and q*{r', Nb - t) are the probabihties of finding t^^ segment at r
starting from t = 0 and t = end of the chain, respectively, which can be anywhere
in the space. Mathematically, these probabilities are defined as
q{r'j) = J drG{r.O,r'.t).
q*{r\Nb-t) =
J
dT"G{r'j.r".Nb).
(A.8)
(A.9)
Also, note that the partition function Qp can also be written in terms of these prob-
abilities as as
=
J
dv
J
dr"G{r.O,r",Nb) =
J
dr"
J
rfrG(r, 0, r", iV6) = J dr"q{r".Nb)
(A.IO)
or
Qp = / dr f/r"G(r,0,r".jV6) = / drq*{r.Nb) (A.ll)
Using Eqs. ( A. 2, A.7 and A.IO),
Sf{wrn(r)}
6wm{r')
lUpJ dtq{r'.t)q*{r'.Nb-t)
~b Jdrq{r,Nb)
(A.12)
It has been shown by Edwards[l, 3] and later on by Helfand[4] that the function
G(r, 0,r',i) satisfies a modified diffusion equation
(9G(r,Q,r\f)
dt
b i
- V?' -7 {eZmQrnHr') + u;„,(r')}
0 0
G(r.0.r'.0 (A.13)
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for / 6 [0. .V6], subjected to the initial coiiditioii r;(r. 0. r'. 0) ^ A"(r-r') and tli(>
boundar>- condition (^(r.O.r'.l) —> I) as | r - r' |—> cxj. Similarly, ("/(r, /, r', A7;)
satisfies
Integrating o\v\ the position of one of the ends (cf. E(is. ( A. 8 and ( A. 9)) in Eqs.
( A. 13) and ( A. 14). it can 1)(> shown that (y and (/* satisfy the same .set of modified
diffusion e(juations with the initial conditions r/(r. 0) = 1 and f/*(r. 0) = 1. respectiv(4y.
Using the sam(> methodology for c()m])nting derivative's, functional derivative^ with
respect to j/'(r) can also he evaluated in a straightforward way.
()(:{r.t.r'..\b)
di
(r) + (/'„,(r)} Cir.l.r'.Nb). {A.14)
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
To compute the free energy within saddle-point approximation, the coupled non-
linear equations, which include second degree partial differential equations such as
the modified diffusion and Poisson-Boltzmann equations are to be solved. In this
Appendix, different numerical techniques used to solve these equations are presented.
In general, these numerical techniques can be classified into three classes : finite-
difference, spectral and pseudo-spectral methods. Finite-difference methods are straight-
forward to implement after approximating partial derivatives by finite difference ap-
proximation schemes. However, depending on the problem at hand, the accuracy
and convergence attained using these methods may not be what is desired for the
computations. In certain problems, accuracy is the main issue, sometimes even at
the cost of memory. That's the reason more accurate (but difficult to implement)
numerical techniques like spectral and pseudo-spectral methods have been developed.
These techniques provide higher accuracy and better convergence. However, these
techniques have a common drawback that they are very specialized and work for
problems with specific boundary conditions. The choice of the numerical technique
for a certain problem depends on the accuracy, convergence and memory issues, which
appear during the implementation of different schemes.
Finite-difference methods for solving second degree partial differential equations
such as Forward Time Centered Space (FTCS), Crank-Nicholson etc. are well-
documented in many textbooks[9, 75]. Here, we present only the details of spectral
and pseudo-spectral methods for solving the modified diffusion for given fields and the
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Poisson-Boltzinanii (Hpiatioii for given charge density and spnci iixit pcndi ui diehn trie
constant. For a general discussion, we consider the eciuations of thivforni
dh{Tj)
dt
- v; -»'(r)
0
h{v.t). (B.i;
where w{t) is known a priori along with \\w intial condition /?(r.()) and th(> (xpiation
corresponds to the time-dependent nuxhHed diffusion eciuation. Similarly, a ginieral
Poisson-Boltzmann equation is considered of the form
V?^(r) = -/{f(r)} (B.2)
when /{t'(r)} is known.
B.I Spectral Method - Method of Basis Functions
To solve Eq. ( B.I), let's approximate space dependent quantities such as h{r.f)
and (/'(r) by a Jinitt series in terms of orthonormal l^asis functions i.e., /'(r. /) ~
Xl"=i and w{t) ~ Yl%\'^'j9ji^)' where gj{r) represents the approi)riate
basis function of order j and n is the number of such basis functions required to
correctly represent the functions h{T.t) and u'(r). The choice of n depends on the
desired accuracy for the computations. In order to solve Eq. ( B. 1). the basis functions
must have the following properties:
(a) Basis functions,^_,(r). must be the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator
i.e..
Vhir) = -^-y,(r), (B.3)
where j — 2. 3. • • • , n, and L is the length scale describing the volume of the system,
and Aj 's are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian. The first basis function ,^j(r), is chosen
to be a constant and normally unity i.e., gi(r) = 1.
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(b) These basis functions must be the orthonormal basis set i.e., they must satisfy
^ J drgj{r)gf;{r) — Sji^, il, being the volume of the system (~ L'^).
(c) These basis functions must satisfy the boundary conditions.
In this technique, the basis functions are ordered starting with gi{r) — 1 such
that Aj is a non-decreasing series. Also, the constraints on the fields and densities are
taken care of by fixing the first term in the series, which is independent of r. Now,
the goal is to compute the coefficients hj{t) in the finite series expansion for h{r.t)
using the initial values of these coefficients hj{0) (which comes from the known initial
condition) and the known values for u'j's (due to the known values for w{r)). Using
the finite series expansion and orthonormal property of the basis functions, Eq. ( B.l)
can be transformed into a set of equations for coefficients hj{t) as shown below.
dt
where A^^j
j=i
6L2
ijk
(B.4)
(B.5)
1=1
where the function T^jf^ is defined as Tijk = ^ / drgi{r)gj{r)gk{r). Now, the equations
for hk{t) in the matrix form become
dh{t)
dt
(B.6)
where h{t) is a column vector and ^4 is a square matrix given by
h,{t) An Ar2 . Am
h,{t) A22 A2n
hit) = hit) , A = ^32 •
hnit) An2 A
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Formal solution of Eq. ( B.6) is given hv /;(/) = ( h{()). \vhri(> //(()) is gWvu by
the initial condition for h(r,t). e'^' is the exponential of the matrix At and can he
calculated by diagonalizing the matrix At. Note \ivvv (hat / is a scalar.
Comi)utation of exponential of a matrix is a numerically intensive^ job and vcMy
difficult in general. Hc)\vc>ver. for real, sxnnnciric square matrices suc h as A hc>rc\
it can be calculated by diagonalizing the matrix after computing its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. Approach to calculate exponential of a matrix is : to compute
the exponcMitial of a matrix tinu\s a scalar, we nc>ed to solve the matrix problc^m
^^^^ — AX {I) for a given A'(0). whcMi thc> matrix A is diagonalizable into a diago-
nal matrix d. Due to thv fact that .4 can be diagonalized, there exists a non-singular
matrix P such that AP = d. Now, to solve the matrix equation for A', we change
variables as
X{t) = PY{t) (B.7)
^ ^^^f^ ^ ^ ^jY^q^ Y{0) = P-'X{0) (B.8)
^A(/) = Pdiag [e'''',e''^',---e''"'] F-'A:(0), (B.9)
where diag stands for a diagonal matrix. If the matrix P is madc> up of eigenvectors
of matrix .4 as its columns then for symmetric, real matrices it is orthogonal i.e.
P^ = where superscripts T and —1 represent the transpose and inverse of the
matrix, rc^spectively. This means, for real, symmetric square matricc^s such as A here,
exponential of the matrix At is given by
e^' = Pdiag [e'''',e'^2',---e''"'] P^, (B.IO)
where dj is the eigenvalue of matrix A and P is a matrix whose columns are made
up of the eigenvectors of the matrix A.
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The computation of exponential of matrix is in fact the most expensive part in
the numerical solution of modified diffusion equations. Also, as we can see that
as the order of the matrix (n) increases, which in turn determines the accuracy of
the method, the computational cost increases substantially. That is the reason, this
method should be used in problems, where low values of n meet the accuracy re-
quirements. From our experience, problems requiring n < 30 can be readily solved
using this technique. The second issue with this technique is the availability of an
appropriate basis set. There are only a few known orhonormal basis sets and that too
depends on certain specialized geometries and specific boundary conditions. These
issues make this technique very specialized.
Using this technique, solution of Poisson-Boltzmann equation as in Eq. ( B.2)
becomes trivial. The solution is given by ipj — L^fj/Xj for j > 1. where /j"s are
computed from the given values of / {0(r)}. First component is generally set to
zero, which also fixes the unknown constant in 0 by assuring that J dril'{r) — 0 in
these computations.
B.2 Pseudo - Spectral Method
With the increase in the desired number of basis functions in the finite series
expansion, the spectral method demands a lot of memory and becomes extremely
expensive. The sets of problems, where the required number of basis functions are
large can be solved by pseudo-spectral method, which optimize speed and accuracy
both. Problems, where this method has shown an edge over spectral method are the
ones in which one end of the polymer chains is fixed (such as in polymer brushes).
This method is based on the use of operators in solving Eq. ( B.l). Within the
operator formalism employed by the technique, formal solution of Eq. ( B.l) is given
by
h{r, t + dt) = exp h{rJ). (B.ll)
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In Eq. i B.ll), tlir(>(' diineiisioiial I.a])lacian and ir(r) arc tnvttcd as ojxMators. Ex-
ponential of an operator has the same dcHnition a.s tlie exponential oi a niiiiihcr
for an operator A. it can l)c represented as an infinite series
= 1 + A + ^AA+ ^AAA-\- (B.12)
Now, the goal is to approximate the exponential of the operator on the right hand side
in Eq. { B.ll) l)y sonu> tcchnicjuiv Ai)pr()xiniati()n scluunc must respect the fact that
most of the times, the order of op(M"ation for (liff(M(Mit ()i)(Mators mattcMs or in other
words, operators may not connnute. On th(> other hand, some operators do connnute.
As a result, for any two operators A and B. e'^^'^ ^ e'^e^ unless they connnute. The
approximation scheme employed In- the pseudo-spectral method uses the fact that if
the operator on the rij^ht hand side in Ecj. ( B.ll) can be s]")lit into two parts, then
it is relatively easy to implement mnnerically. A powerful approximation scheme for
computing the exponential of an operator by splitting into a sum of non-conniiuting
operators uses the well-known Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff[127] fornuila. According to
this formula, if c^e^ = then
C = A + B+^-[A.B] + ^[[A,B],{B-A)] + ^^[B.A',B]+.-.AB.U)
where [x, y] = xy—yx is the connnutator. [x, y'^] = [[x, y\ , y\ and [x, y^, x] = [[x, y"^] , x].
Splitting of the operators can be quite tricky. In the case of Eq. ( B.ll). tiu^
splitting is motivated by the observation that it is easy to implement exp(u'(r)) in
real space (at all points on the mesh) but it is difficult to take double derivatives
at all points on the mesh. This difficulty can be overcome by using the fact that
the derivatives can be implemented trivialh' in Fourier space. So. if somehow, the
Laplacian part could be split from w{r) part then the progress can be made. This
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is the motivation for splitting the operator in Eq. ( B.ll) into derivative and non-
derivative parts by Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
For most practical purposes, a symmetric decomposition is carried out so that
within an error of the order dt^
exp ~ exp
dt
•y-(r) exp exp
dt
;b.i4)
So, solution of Eq. ( B.l) can be approximated by
/i(r, t + dt) ~ exp
dt
•Y-(r) exp exp -'Mr)2 ^ ' h{r.t), (B.15)
which is correct within an error of dt^.
Numerical implementation of Eq. ( B.15) uses the fact that the rightmost operator
in the exponential can be implemented as it is in real space. Let's say ^(r. t) is the
outcome of this operation, which is a function of position (r) at some t i.e.,
c?(r, t) = exp
dt
Mr) h{T.t). (B.16)
For implementing the exponential of the Laplacian operator for systems with periodic
boundary conditions, note the following (see the proof at the end of this Appendix)
exp dt-vl g(r,0=FT-i exp -dt-^\ FT {giv.t)} (B.17)
where FT stands for Fourier transform and FT~' stands for inverse Fourier transform,
which can be carried out quite efficiently using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). Hence,
the numerical solution of Eq. ( B.l) can be obtained by using
h{r, t -\- dt) ~ exp
dt
w,'(r) FT"^ exp <—dt }ft{ exp dt Mr./;
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(B.18)
So, in pseudo-spectral method, one haa to switch between real space to Fourier space
back and forth. Symmetric decomposition leads to the implementation of half time
stej) in real space and the otluM" iialf in Fourier sjwce. That s the n^ason this method
is also known as spht-step method in the literature[126].
Due to the use of Fourier Transform in the implementation of the exponential
of tlit> Laplacian operator, the technique is mainly useful for systems with periodic
boundary conditions. Also, note that the ttu hnique can t be u.sed to sol\(^ Poisson-
Boltzmann ecpiation (lu<> to time independent nat»n-e of the (equation. However, the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be solved using Fast Fourier Transforms as described
in Chapter 6.
B.2.1 Proof for Equation B.17
Consider the following Fourier transform
FT exp g{rJ) ft[{..4v;4
exp —dt FT{5(r,0} (B.19)
6
Taking inverse Fourier transform on both sides
(B.20)
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APPENDIX C
INTEGRATION OVER POSITIONS OF SMALL IONS
Here, we present how to compute the integral over positions of small ions in diblock
copolymer melts, described in section 3.2 in Chapter 3. We start from Eq. 3.1
exp = A I llD[p,] I
D[w,] J llD[p,] I
D[w,]
I
D[r,]exp[-H]
(c.i:
where
H fE ---^ + ^EE / rfrp,(r)p,,(r) ^\ j dr j dr'
'^^'^'^^''^
ekBT\v-T'\
-I j dr^w^{r)p^{r)
- i / u'j(r)pj(r
-i J dr r]{r) I ^ (r)
- po > - In
n,\ 11 n,!
(C.2)
In these equations, j — c, +, — and 7 = A.B. Here, Pe(r) represents the charge
density given by Pe(r) = e Z^Qp^(r) + ZjPj(r) . In Eq. ( C.2), the Q's are the
partition functions of individual components in the presence of a field. Explicitly, for
the charged-neutral diblock copolymer chain with smeared charge distribution along
the charged block, single chain partition function is given by
^0 \ / m=A.B'^
(C.3)
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where tlic limits of / integrals arc values of contour variable / ()\ (m- which monomer of
type in is found along the chain i.e. / = [0, A^.46j and / - [NaI>, b]. for m = A and
m = B, respectively. Similarly, partition function for small ion of type j = c, +, — is
given by
(C.4)
Integrals over Wj's can t be calculated exactly. So. in order to proccunl further,
integrals ov(M- collective H(>1(1 variabh^s for small ions i.e. w'j(r) for J - c, +, — are
ajiproximatcd by the maximum value of the integrand (saddle point ai)i)roximati()n).
Maximization of the integrand with rt^sjxx t to «'j(r) gives
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Pj(r) = ^exp[-/Wj(r)] => iwj{r) = In Q I J
ln[P;(r)] (C.5)
Plugging tfj back into Ec}. ( C.2),
exj)
F
where
H* = J
PAr)pe{T')
->
I
<lrY^ir4r)p^{r) + J
dr ^ p,(r) In [/;,(r)]
-i J drri(r) < ^p.(r)
- po > - In
q:>"
(C.7)
In order to calculate the integrals over small ions collective density variables Pj{r) for
j = c, + , — , we consider fluctuations of the densities about their values in the disor-
dered phase(16]. For weak fluctuations, the entropic term pj hi pj can be expanded in
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powers of these fluctuations. Keeping the leading terms (neglecting cubic and higher
order terms), integrals over pj become Gaussian and can be easily calculated. So. by
writing
Pj(r) = Pj + <^>j(r)>P->(r) = P7 + ^Pi{^)^ (C.8)
and using J drSpj{r) = f drSp^{r) = 0 (so that pj = rij/Q and Pa/b = ^pNa/b 1^)
in combination with the global electroneutrality in the homogeneous phase, integrals
over pj (i.e. small ions) become
/ X{D[6pj. exp (27r)3 \ Y.Y.^PAk)rf
+ vi'^z,z,]6p,{k)
+2 Vi''^aZAZjdpA{k)Spj{k)
!1
exp HI
/3;.
— Xfa'ZlSp^ik)
(2
(C.9)
where V^.^^ — ^p^, (5,„p is the Kronecker delta and q — c, +,—
,
respectively. By
calculating the Gaussian integrals, the value of / is found to be
/ =
(2vr)
exp
exp
/
d^k
In
(27r)3
1 2^2 I
d'k
-2^^-y (2^1
1 + Vi'^Xo
(0)
-8p\{k)
where Aj = ^,ji = c, +,— and Aq is given by
(C.IO)
Now, using the relation
TT
(C.ll)
(C.12)
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we get
2 J (27r)^
(C.13)
Here, the last term is divergent But the divergence is for k being large (ultraviolet
divergence) and \v(> are intercstcHl on a length scale corresponding to small k\ So.
this term is neglected. Note that the same result can he ol)tain(>d hv employing th(>
central limit tlKH)rem[53]. Now, electrostatic terms ar(> decoupled Irom the rest of
the t(>rms and r(>maining treatnuMit is the same as that don(^ for the corresponding
neutral copolymer [31].
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APPENDIX D
SCFT FOR A FLEXIBLE POLYELECTROLYTE CHAIN
Here, we present a summary of the steps in obtaining the saddle point equations
for a single polyelectrolyte chain in the presence of salt ions and solvent molecules
(section (4.2.1) in Chapter 4). The procedure is similar to the ones presented in
section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2 and the saddle-point equations obtained at the end of
the analysis are similar to the ones presented in Refs. [44, 45]. As the first step, we
define microscopic densities as
2 rNb
Pp{r) = - / dtd{r-R{t)) (D.i;
0
Pj{r) = Y,Hr-r,) for j = s,c.+,- (D.2)
i=l
Pe(r)
J-C.+ ,-
(D.3)
where pp{r),pj{r) and Pe(r) stand for monomer, small molecules (ions and solvent
molecules) and local charge density, respectively.
As the second step, we use a functional integral representation for the incompress-
ibility constraint
II S ipp{r) + p,(r)
- Po) = / D[u-+(r)]e-' ' (D.4)
where w+(r) is the well-known pressure field which enforces the incompressibility
constraint at all points in the system and i = \/^.
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As the third step, diniensioiiless Flory's chi parameter is introduced to chil) to-
gether the three excluded volume parameters so that
\psb-
.3
2
(D.5)
Note that the clubbing of excluded volume paraniet(Ms has been possible because of
tiie incompressibility constraint so that only one independent parameter appears in
the theory. Otherwise, there would have been three independent parameters.
Following the.se three steps, the partition function Z = exp [-F/A'/jT] for a single
polyelectrolyte chain in tlu> presence of soh'cnt and salt molcTules becomes
So far, we have written the partition functi(ni in terms of tlie local densities.
Now, we want to write this partition function in terms of the order parameter of the
system. There are many different choices we can make for the order parameter[31, 9].
However, in this study, we follow the method as described in ref. [9] to introduce the
order parameter. As the fourth step, we define
Z =
Pp{^) + Ps{r) = po (D.7)
P-(r) (D.8)
where p-(r) is the order parameter for the inhomogeneous system.
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As the fifth step, to go from densities to fields, we use the Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation for short range excluded \'olume interactions as well as long range
electrostatic interactions, so that
exp (if /«i<„) = /
D[w4r)]
exp JdrL .{T)p.{t) - —-wlir)
XpsO
(D.9)
exp
^UrTW — r
'
D[v'(r)]
-exp dr I w{t) Pe(r)
^(0 o
Stt/,
VrV'(r)
}
(D.IO)
where
j £)[u.'_(r)]exp 63 c?ru?^(r)
/i^. = y D[i/;(r)]exp ^ (irji)(r) «/'{r)
(D.ll)
(D.12)
Note that. u'+(r). U'_(r) and t/'(r) are the real fields, which can be envisioned as
chemical potential fields[28]. Now. taking these two steps, Eq. ( D.6) becomes
exp -
F
D[w+[v)] j D[w.{t)] j D[t{v)] exp[-/{u,v,w;-,t/^}],
(D.13)
where
f {w+.w^.-tp} =
I
drwi{r) - ipo
I
drw+{r) -\nQp - ^ 'ij\uQj
J=S.C.+ ,—
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(D.14)
D\R\ //•_{R} + /Z,,oc'{R}
(D.15)
= y^/r exp[-{/»v(r) + u-_(r)}], (D.16)
Qj = I
dr exp[-/Zj«/'(r)] for j =c,+,-. (D.17)
Tli(> functional integrations over real fields an^ to be carrifnl out l>v contour in-
tegration techniques and are almost impossible to compute^ exactly. However, if the
number of small molecules is large tluni we can coni{)ut(> th(> integrals in the numer-
ator by steepest descent technique, using th(> knowledge that th(> integral along the
constant j^hase (imaginary part of the integrand) contour is dominated by the local
minima of the integrand[9) (note that \hv functional integrals in the denominator are
divergent and ignored at the level of saddle point approximation). So. we ajjproxi-
mate the functional integrals in the numerator by the value of the integrand at the
local minima (wlien^ the phase comes out to be zero) so that tlu^ Hnal ai)proximated
integral is real ( = f {w\, w*_, i/j*] ). However, the saddle point values for w+ {= «'^)
and il>{= xl)*) come out to be purely imaginary in contrast to w^{— w* ), which is real.
Also, it should be noted that the densities remain unchanged with the shift in
fields by an arbitrary constant. So, we write m;+(r) — ^\psh^po = ?t/'+(r) to get
rid of the constant in saddle point equations. Now, deriving local minima equations
for the integrand in Eq. ( D.14) with respect to and t. and using notation
iw+(T)-w.{T) (t)p{T), m;+(r) + u'_(r) ^^(r), z^(r) 4>{t), iw+{T) -> A/(r), Eqs.
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( 4.1- 4.7) are obtained. Using these saddle point equations and employing Stirling's
approximation for In/?!, we obtain Eq. ( 4.12).
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APPENDIX E
FLUCTUATION CORRECTIONS FOR A CONFINED
CHAIN
Here, pr()\ i(l(> (l(>tails for oik^ loop tn^atinoiit of thv Huct uations[7] for a confined
polyelectrolyt(> chain in sj)lu'rical cavities. We expand thv inteji,ran(l /' in Eq. ( D.13)
np to s(>cond degree terms in and 0 around \\\vn resjxxtive saddle point
vahu>s. For convenience in writing the expansion, we introduce a duunu\ functional
variable i^,,{r). where p = 1,2.3 correspond to tv^.ir^ and respectively. In this
notation, the exprc^ssion for fr(H^ (Miergy becomes (cf. Eq. ( 0.13))
dv
I
./r'5j]^A-„,,(r.r')AC„(r)AC„(r')exp
ni = l p=l
(E.l)
where
and A(^,„(r) = Cm(r) - Cml^')- I" ^1^6 expansion, linear terms in fields vanish because
of the saddle point condition. K„ip can be comi)uted in a straightforward way and
are presented here for completeness
An(r,r') - A{r.r') + B,{T,r') (E.3)
A:22(r.r') = r(r.r')-/l(r.r')-B,(r.r') (E.4)
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KssiT.r') = -^sjlS{v-T') + ZyA{r.r')+ ^ Z]B,{r.r') (E.5)
^ J=C.+ -
Ku{T,r') = Kn{r,r') = i{A{v,r')-Bs{T.r')] (E.6)
KMr.r') = K,,ir.T') = ZpaAir.r') (E.7)
K23{r,r') = Ks2{r,r') = iZ,aA{T,r') (E.8)
where
^(r,r')
gir-r')
C(r,r')
-Pp(r)pp(r') + ^/(r,r')
/ (/f' / dtq{r,t)G{r,r',t,t')q{r',N -t')
Jo Jo
(E.9)
+ /" dt I dt'q{r',t')G{r',r,t'.t)q{r,N
-
Jo Jo
t)
J drqir.N)
Pj(r)/9j(r ') + pj{r)S (r - r') for j = s, c, +,
n
d(r-r').
(E.IO)
(E.ll)
(E.12)
In the case of confined chain within a spherical cavit}'. where electrostatic potential
and monomer density are zero at the boundary (Dirichlet boundary conditions), the
functional integral over can be carried out in Eq. ( E.l) by expanding all vectorial
quantities in terms of spherical harmonics (V/m) and spherical Bessel functions (j/).
For an arbitrary function h {r,r') this means
oc oc I
h{r.r') = ^ /u,4,(/-)4/(r')yir.(^,<?^)yi;(^'-(^') (E.13)
k= \ 1=0 m=-/
4/(r) =
3
\
'
(E.14)
where i^ki is />•"' zero of the spherical Bessel function of order / (i.e. jiii'ki) = 0).
Similarly, we expand Cp(r) as
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A = l /=0 m = -l
Now. using orthogonal properties of splicrical B(>ss(>l and spherical liarnionics. the
functional integrals can be conipiiti d After some lengthy algebra.
A = i /=o \ j=c.+.- /
+ -yy(2/ + l)hi| i+z„V ^"^^';^''-'^--'-'^^''^^"'-^'M (E.IG)
In the above equation, the second t(>rni on the r.li.s. r(>i)resents the contril)ution of
corn^lations arising due to excluded volunu^ iiit(>ractions l)et\veen niononuM's (neutral
polymer contribution), the third term arises as a result of small-ions density fluctu-
ations and th(> last term corrtx tly represents the correlation en(U"gy of charges along
the backbone of tli(> chain.
Also, L (r. r') is given In-
L(r.r') = A{r.r') + B(r.r')
+4J
dv" j dr"'B(r.r"){C-4B)-'{r".r"')B{r"\r'). (E.17)
Furthermore, C;^' and L^/ correspond to the coefficients in the spherical harmonics
expansion for the inverse operator of C'(r. r') and L(r. r'), respectively. Inverse
operator for any arbitrary functional h{r, r') is defined by
I
r/r'//(r.r')/r'(r',r") = ()"(r-r"), (E.18)
which gives YlT=i ^ku^'i^ = ^ki, where Ski is Kronecker delta.
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Unfortunately, computation of the coefficients involved in Eq. ( E.16) requires
three dimensional calculations for the densities and it is very hard to compute the
sums exactly, which diverge in general. To gain an insight into the problem, we have
identified one particular case, where we can evaluate the first two terms analytically.
If the number of small molecules (solvent and small ions) is large, then operators
Bj (r. r') become diagonal and also, number densities (Pj(r)) show a weak dependence
on r. Similarly, if degree of polymerization is large (stricth- if .V oc). then
monomer density becomes independent of r except near the surface of the cavity
characterized by the width of the depletion zone, which can be neglected. If both of
these conditions are satisfied, then suppressing position dependence of densities, we
get
IE E(2/ + 1) In [ .4,, + B,.,, - 4 A,,C-;Bs.ri
/>— 1 /=0 \ u=l i=l
DC 3C
^
OC OC
=
2E E(2/ + 1) 1" (1 - Pp) + - E(2^ + 1) In (1 + Wrb'A,,) . (E.19)
k=l 1=0 k=l 1=0
where pp = ^ and uv = — 2\ps is the renormalized excluded volume interaction
parameter. For constant monomer density (while working in the limit .V oc),
A (r. r') satisfies
vlA{r,r') = -^'^(r-r') (E.20)
so that b^Ai^i — \2NhR^ /{ul^^). Neglecting the correlation energy of the charges
along the backbone of the chain (the last term on r.h.s. of Eq. ( E.16)) and an
ultraviolet divergent sum in Eq. ( E.19) (first term on r.h.s. of the equation), Eq.
( 4.34) is obtained.
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APPENDIX F
COMPARISON OF SOFT AND VARIATIONAL THEORY
Here, we present a l>rief description of SCFT ft)r a single flexible polyelectrolyt(>
chain having a fixed degree of ionization (= a) in the presence of salt ions and solvent
molecules. We start from the partition function using Edward's Hamiltonian. written
as
—
—
/"^""./nn*"' ^"1-56./,
'"I
z =
// I I n,! / ' ' I
J m—\
()t
-Xpsb^J drpp{r)ps{r) J r/rJ dr'-47rfo(A'B7'|r - r '|
II S (pp(r) + ps{r) - po) 6 {^^ ^
d\ y{f) - a.Vc^ (F.l
where R(/) represents the position vector for the segment and subscripts j —
s,c,
-t-, — . hi Eq. (F.l) ksT is the Boltzmann constant times ab.solute temperature.
In writing the interaction energies between the i)()l\electrolyte segments and small
ions, we have taken the small ions to be point charges so that they have zero excluded
volume, and hence, interactions are purely electrostatic in nature. As we consider
the "permuted" charge distribution, the partition function has an additional sum
over all possible locations of the "adsorbed" ions on the backbone, which appears
as an average over the parameter y in Eq. ( F.l). We define the average over y as
[• ]y = f dy\- -Uy), where g{y) = aS{y{t) - 1) + (1 - a)S{y{t)).
In the above equation, the microscopic densities are defined as
p,(r) = - dtS{r-R{t)), (F.2)
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Pj(^) = ^^i^-'^i) for J=s,c, +,-, (F.3)
Pe(r)
^
/" dtZ,y{t)S{r-R{t))+ ^ Z,p,(r)
° j=c,+ -
(F.4)
where pp{r),pj{r) and Pe(r) stand for the monomers. smaU molecules (both ions
and soh'ent molecules) and the local charge density, respectively. The Dirac delta
functions involving microscopic densities enforce the incompressibility condition at
all points in the system (po being the total number density of the system). The
delta function involving y is a constraint that for all the charge distributions to be
considered for one particular value of a. the net charge on the chain must be a constant
(= aNe). Taking different charge distributions of the chain for the same net charge
(= aNe) and a particular chain conformation to be degenerate, the partition function
is divided by the number of ways {p.) the "adsorbed " counterions can be distributed
along the chain. If M out of total A'^ sites on the backbone are occupied at any
particular instance, then p is given by = N\/{M\{N - M)\) so that 1 - q = M/N.
The dimensionless Flory parameter for chemical mismatch. Xps, is given by \psb^ =
Wps-{wpp+Wss)/2, where Wpp. Wgs- and Wpg are the excluded volume parameters, which
characterize the short range excluded volume interactions of type monomer-monomer,
solvent-solvent and monomer-solvent, respectively. Fq and Ea are the self-energy and
ion-pair energy contributions, respectively, given by
^0
-— = Nwpp + UsWss, (F.5)
Kb!
=
-{l-a)N6lB/b, (F.6)
where S = eb/tid, e/ and d being the local dielectric constant and the dipole length,
respectively, is used to characterize the formation of an ion-pair on the backbone due
to "adsorbed" counterion.
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Now, using the methods of collective variables and the Hul)bard-Straton()vich
transformation[9, 114] for the electrostat ic part in Fa\. { F.l). the |)artiti()n function
( = exp { — F/kuT) ) can In- written as integrals (n(>r the collectixc densiti(>s and
corresponding fields so that Eq. (F.l) becomes
Here. tr,,. are the fields experitMiced b\ the monomers and solvent, respectively,
and Pp. p,^ represent tluMr resi)(x-tive collex'tiv(> d(Misities. All chargcHl s])ecies (exclud-
ing th(> ion-pairs formed due to adsorption of count(>rions) exixMience a held (,' (which
is equivalent to thv electrostatic potential). // and ti are Lagrange's niulti])li(>rs corre-
sponding to, respect i\(4\-. the incomiiressibility and net cliarge constraints in the par-
tition huiction. We must stress hvvc that this procc^lure is (X]ui\'alent to introducing
collective fields and densities for small ions instead of using the Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation for the electrostatics part.
Within SCFT. the functional integrals over the fields and the densities are ap])rox-
imatcnl by tlu^ value of the integrand at the extrennnn (also known as the saddle-i)()int
ai)proximation). Extreniizing the integrand leads to a numljer of non-linear equations
for the h(^lds and the densities. The saddle point approximation with respect to u
gives equations similar to a "smeared" charge distribution, where every monomer has
a charge (= ae). The extremization with resjxx-t to Wp, p,,. q. Wg, and p,,, leads
to the saddle point specified by Eqs. ( 5.4 - 5.6. 5.8 - 5.11). Using these saddle
point (Xjuations and employing the Stirling's approximation for In n!, we obtain the
approximated free energy, i.e., F - Fq — H*^j. as presented in .section 5.2.1 after
taking A:bT = 1. The superscript represents the saddle point estimate of the free
energy.
exp(^-^^^j = yF>[»vlD[p„]D[t'.]D[//]r/»D[tr,)/;[p..|
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Similarly, we can obtain the variational free energy as presented in Ref. [85] in the
absence of ion-pair correlations. In Ref. [85], it has been assumed that the counterions
from the polyelectrolyte are indistinguishable from the counterions from the salt. So,
we start from a partition function similar to Eq. ( F.l) with the solvent, counterions
(from the polyelectrolyte and the salt), colons and the chain as distinguishable species.
After using collective variables, the partition function can be written as
I
D[w,]D[p,]D[ri] Yl D[p,]D[wj] exp {-^} ,(F-8)
where j = s, c. — and, where the integral over u has already been evaluated by the
saddle point method so that the functional h corresponds to a single chain with a
"smeared" charge distribution. Here, we have introduced collective fields and densi-
ties for small ions instead of using the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation for the
electrostatic part (as already pointed out). This is the analog of Eq. ( F.7) in SCFT.
Now, evaluating the path integrals over Wj by the saddle point method. Eq. ( F.8)
can be written in terms of the densities Pj. Functional integrals over and Ps can be
carried out in a triAial way. To carry out functional integrals over small ion densities,
i.e, the pj log pj terms, which emerge after integrations over fields Wj. are expanded up
to the quadratic terms after writing Pj(r) = nj/Q + dpj{r) so that J drdpj{r) = 0. and
the resulting integrals are Gaussian. This procedure also gives one-loop corrections
to the free energy coming from the small ions density fluctuations (AF//cbT). Now,
expanding the (1 — Pp)log(l — pp) term up to the quadratic terms in pp, the prob-
lem of carrying out the functional integrals over Wp and pp is equivalent to a single
chain problem whose monomers interact with each other via a renormalized excluded
volume parameter and an electrostatic potential. The renormalized excluded volume
parameter comes out to be it; = 1 — 2xps and the electrostatic potential comes out to
be the Debye-Hiickel potential, where the inverse Debye length {k) depends on the
"free" ions only. Eventually, Eq.
(
F.8) becomes
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Z = exp
Z = - exp -
Fo + Eg- TS, + AF
^-here -TS, is the translatioiial (Mitropv of the "hov" ions as pi(>scnt(Ml in Tahlc .1 1 for
the variational theory. Now. writing; the HaniiUonian of a single polyelectrolyte ehain
asing an (effective exclnded parameter ((/•) and th(- D(>l)V(>-Hii(kel pot(>ntial[85], the
fnnctional integrals over and p,, can he conipnted nsnig tlu> variational technique
developed by Mnthukuniar[50]. Taking ksT = 1. the results an- pr(-s(>nt(Hl in sc^ction
5.2.2.
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